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iii

Scope and sequence
LEVEL 2

Learning outcomes

Grammar

Vocabulary

'

I

Welcome Unit
Classroom lan2ua2e

Students can ...
Page 4 4IE'I ask questions about English words

Pages 2-3

-

My interests
A I'm interested in fashion.
B Can you repeat that, please?
C Do you play sports?
DFree time

Classroom instructions

'----------------Students can ...

4IE'I
4IE'I
4IE'I
4IE'I
4IE'I

ask and talk about interests
ask for repetition
ask someone to speak more slowly
ask and talk about sports and exercise habits
talk about people's free-time activities

Present of be
Simple present

Interests
Sports and exercise

-

~-------------------------

_

._

Descriptions
A He 's talkative and friendly.
B I don't think so.
C What do they look like?
DPeople 's profiles

Rain or shine

A It's extremely cold.
BIn my opinion, ...
C /' d like to play chess.
D Where would you like to go?

Lite at home
A There 's a lot oflight.
B Can you turn down the music?
C / always hang up my clothes!
D What a home!

-

Health

A Breathe deeply.
B I'm not feeling well.
C How healthy are you?
D Don't stress out!

-

What's on TV?
A I love watching game shows.
B / don't really agree.
C I'm recording a documentary.
D Popular TV

iv

Students can ...

4IE'I
4IE'I
4IE'I
4IE'I

ask and talk about people's personalities
say they think something is true and not true
ask and talk about people's appearance
describe their personality and appearance

Students can • • •
4IE'I talk about the weather and seasons
4IE'I ask for and give an opinion
4E:'I talk about what they would like to do
4IE'I talk about a place they would like to visit

What ... like?; be+
adjective I+ noun)
What ... look like?; order
of adjectives

Personality adjectives
Appearance

Adverbs of intensity;
quantifiers with verbs
Would like + infinitive

Weather
Indoor activities

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Students can ...

4E:'I
4IE'I
4E:'I
4IE'I

ask and answer questions about their home
make and agree to requests
talk about household chores
describe a home

How many/much;
quantifiers before
nouns
Separable two-word
phrasal verbs

Things in a home
Household chores

Imperatives; adverbs of
manner
How questions

Parts of the body
Healthy habits

-------------Students can . ..

4E:'I
4E:'I
4IE'I
4E:'I
4IE'I

give and follow instructions
say how they feel
wish someone well
ask and talk about healthy habits
discuss ways to manage stress

L...--------------Students can . . .

4IE'I
4IE'I
4E:'I
4IE'I

talk about types of TV shows they like
agree and disagree with an opinion
describe future plans
give their opinions about popular TV shows

Verb+ infinitive
or gerund
Present continuous for
future plans
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Types of TV shows
Television

Functional
language

Listening and
Pronunciation

Reading and
Writing

Speaking
• Discussion about English words

Listenin1:
About a party
An unusual interest

Readin&:

Pronunciation:
Intonation in yes I no and
Wh- questions

Writin1:

Interactions:
Saying you think
something is true
Saying you think
something isn't true

Listen in&:
People's personalities
An online profile

Readin&:

Pronunciation:
Is he or Is she

Writing:

Interactions:

Listen in&:
Weather in different cities
A good time to visit places

Reading:

Interactions:
Asking for repetition
Asking someone to speak
more slowly

Asking for an opinion
Giving an opinion

"What's your hobby? "
Blog posts
An interest

"Online Profiles"
Awebpage
A description of yourself

Pronunciation:

"Canada Through the
Seasons
A brochure

Reduction of would you

Writin&:
An email to a friend

Interactions:

Listenina:

Readina:

Making a request
Agreeing to a request

Friendly requests
A tour of Graceland
Pronunciation:
Intonation in requests

"Unusual Houses from
Around the World"
An article

Writing:
Dream home

Interactions:

Listenina:

Readina:

Saying how you feel
Wishing someone well

What's wrong?
Creative ways to manage
stress

" Feeling stressed?"
An article

Interactions:
Agreeing with an opinion
Disagreeing with an
opinion

Writin&:

Pronunciation:
Reduction of and

Managing stress

listen inf:
What to watch on TV
Favorite TV shows

Readina:

Pronunciation:
Sentence stress

"Reality Shows"
An online article
Writina:
My favorite TV show

•
•
•
•
•

Interview about interests
Keep talking: Board game about favorites
Class contact list
Interview about sports and exercise
Keep talking: "Find someone who" activity about
free-time activities
• Discussion about other people's interests

•
•
•
•
•
•

Descriptions of family member personalities
Keep talking: Quiz about confidence
Discussion about people at a party
Guessing game about physical appearances
Keep talking: Different physical appearances
Personal descriptions

• True or false information about the weather
• Keep talking: Information gap activity about
the weather
• Opinions about the weather
• Decisions about things to do
• Keep talking: Things to do someday
• Discussion about places to visit

•
•
•
•
•
•

Discussion about homes
Keep talking: Memory game about a home
Problems and requests
Interview about chores
Keep talking: Decisions about chores
Description of a dream home

• Instructions
• Keep talking: Exercises at your desk
• Role play about health problems and
not feeling well
• Questions about healthy habits
• Keep talking: Quiz about health
• Tips for living with stress

•
•
•
•
•
•

"Find someone who" activity about TV preferences
Keep talking: Debate about things to watch
Opinions about television
List of shows to record
Keep talking: Plans for tomorrow
Discussion about reality TV shows
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V

Learning outcomes

Grammar

Vocabulary

Students can ...

Comparative adjectives
Enough and too

Opposites
Adjectives to describe
clothing

I
'
'

Shopping
A It's lighter and thinner.
B Would you take $10?
C This hat is too small.
D A shopper's paradise

E
E
E
E

describe and compare products
bargain
describe how clothing looks and fits
discuss good places to shop

1•@1:------------------------------------------Fun in the city

A You shouldn't miss it!
B /' d recommend going . ..
C The best and the worst
D The best place to go

Students can . . .

E
E
E
E

Should for

say what people should do in a city
ask for and give a recommendation
make comparisons about their city
discuss aspects of a city

recommendations ; can
for possibility
Superlative adjectives

Places to see
Adjectives to describe
cities

' ' ® ' -~----------------------------------------People
A Where was he born?
B I'm not sure, but I think ..
C People I admire
D Making a difference

Students can . . .

E

E
E
E

ask and talk about people from the past
express certainty and uncertainty
describe people they admire
describe people who made a difference

Was/ Were born ; past
of be
Simple past ; ago

Careers
Personality adjectives

1• -~----------------------------------------11@•
a restaurant
Students can ...
In

A The ice cream is fantastic!
B /' II have the fish, please.
C Have you ever . .. ?
D Restaurant experiences

E
E
E

talk about menus and eating out
order food in a restaurant
ask about and describe food experiences
~ describe restaurant experiences

Articles
Present perfect for
experience

Menu items
Interesting food

i • M i i _.___________________________________________
Entertainment
A I'm not a fan of dramas.
B Any suggestions?
C All of us love music.
D Musicians from around the world

Students can ...

E
E
E
E

So, too, either, and neither

talk about their movie habits and opinions
ask for and give suggestions
report the results of a survey
describe important singers and musicians

Determiners

Types of movies
Types of music

• • M l t _. . _______

::c;_;:___ _ _ _..::...,,, - - - - , , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

rime for a change
A Personal change
B /'m happy to hear that!
C I think/' II get a job.
D Dreams and aspirations

vi

Scope and sequence

Students can ...

E
E
E
E

give reasons for personal changes
react to good and bad news
make predictions about the future
discuss their dreams for the future

Infinitives of purpose
Will for predictions; may,
might for possibility
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Personal goals
Milestones

---,---

Functional
language

Listening and
Pronunciation

Reading and
Writing

Speaking

Interactions:
Bargaining for a lower
price
Suggesting a different
price

Listenin1:
Bargaining at a yard sale
A weekend market in
London
Pronunciation:
Linked sounds

Reading:
" Chatuchak Weekend
Market"
Awebpage
Writin1:
An interesting market

•
•
•
•
•
•

Interactions:
Asking for a
recommendation
Giving a recommendation

Listenin1:
Cities
At a tourist information
desk
Pronunciation:
Word stress

Reading:
"Austin or San Antonio?"
A message board
Writing:
A message board

•
•
•
•

Interactions:
Expressing certainty
Expressing uncerta inty

Listening:
Friends playing a board
game
People who made a
difference
Pronunciation:
Simple past -ed endings

Reading:
"A Different Kind of
Banker"
A biography
Writing:
A biography

• Guessing game about famous people
• Keep talking: Information gap activity about people
from the past
• Guessing game about famous people
• Descriptions of admirable people
• Keep talking: Discussion about inspiring people
• Description of a person who made a difference

Interactions:
Ordering food
Checking information

Listenin1:
Customers ordering food
Restaurant impressions
Pronunciation:
The before vowel and
consonant sounds

Reading:
"Restaurants with a
Difference "
Awebpage
Writing:
A review

•
•
•
•
•
•

Discussion about eating out !
Keep talking: A menu
Role play of a restaurant situation
Discussion about food experiences
Keep talking: Board game about food experiences
Restaurant recommendations

Interactions:
Asking for suggestions
Giving a suggestion

Listenin1:
Fun things to do
An influential world
musician
Pronunciation:
Reduction of of

Reading:
"African Superstars!"
A magazine article
Writing:
A popular musician

•
•
•
•
•
•

Movie talk
Keep talking: Movie favorites
Suggestions about the weekend
Class musical preferences
Keep talking: Class survey about music
A playlist

Interactions:
Reacting to bad news
Reacting to good news

Listenin1:
Sharing news
An interview with an
athlete
Pronunciation:
Contraction of will

Reading:
"Students Raise Money
for Baseball Team"
An article
Writin&:
A dream come true

•
•
•
•
•
•

Discussion about changes
Keep talking: Reasons for doing things
Good news and bad news
Predictions about the future
Keep talking: Predictions about next year
Dream planner

Comparison of products
Keep talking:Three products
Role play of a bargaining situation
Discussion about clothes
Keep talking: Different clothing items
Discussion about good places to shop

Discussion about things to do in one day
Keep talking: Discussion of possible things to do
Role play at a tourist information desk
Comparison of places in a town or a city
• Keep talking: City quiz
• Discussion about aspects of a city
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Scope and sequence vii

Welcome

1 Working with a partner
A .. >))

Complete the conversations with the correct sentences. Then listen and check
your answers.
• Can I borrow your pen?
• Let's compare our answers!

B

2

• Whose turn is it?
• Are you ready?

Pair work Practice the conversations.
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Asking for help
A

Match the questions and answers. The practice with a partner.

1. How do you spell this word?

___d__

2. How do you pronounce this word?
3. What does this word mean?
4. How do you say bienvenidos in English? _ _

a. You say "welcome."
b. It means "not common ."
c. /'habi/ (hobby).
d. I-N-T-E-R-A-C-T-1-0-N-S.

B Write these four questions in the conv rsations. Then compare with a partner.
What does this word mean?
How do you pronounce this word?

How do you say Boa sorte in English?
How do you spell your first name?

1. A: - - - - - - - - - - -

B: /kant£kst/ (context).
A: Oh, that's easy!
2. A: _ _ __ _ _ _ __
8: I think it means "working together."

A: Just like us!
3 . A: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
8: E-M-1-K-O.

A: That's a nice name.
4 . A: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
8: You say "Good luck."

A: I see. Well, good luck!

C .. >))

Listen and check your answers. T en
practice the conversations with a partner.

Speaking Do you know?
A Pair work
A:
B:

Think of two English wo s you know. Ask your partner about them.

What does the word kitten mean?
It means "baby cat."

B Pair work Look at a page in the book and find two words. Write one word in
each blank. Ask about the words.
How do you spell this word?

How do you pronounce this word?

C Group work

Think of words or ex ressions you want to know in English. Ask
your group how to say them. Can they a swer?

A: How do you say-------+- in English?

8: Yousay" _______ "

ask questions about English words.
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.,

Classroom language
A Write these actions below the correct pictures. Then compare with a partner.
Close your books.
Look at the picture.
Turn to pag e .. .
Listen .
~Open your books .
Work in groups.
the
. _Raise
. _ _ Work
in __
pairs .__J.
,__Look
_ _at
_
_ board
___
_ _your
_ _hand
__
___

1. Open your books.

2 . - - -- - -- - -

4 . - -- - - -- --

5. - - - - -- - - -

-.

3 . - -- - - - -- -

6. - - - - - - - - -

.
7. - -- - -- - -A: What's number one?
B: It's . . .

8. - - - - -- - - -

9._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

B '4))) Listen and check your answers.
C '4))) Listen to seven of the actions. Do each one.

. .,
4
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.,.
<'

I

•

~

Waran-up
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I'm interested in fashion.
Vocabulary Interests
A _.>))

Match the words and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.

a. art

b . fashion
C. languages

d. literature
e. politics

f. pop culture

3.

2.

g . sports
h. technology
i. travel

6.

8.

7.

B Pair work Tell your partner about the things in Part A. Which ones do you
love? like ? hate?

Language in context Find new friends!
A '4 ))) Read the survey. Then complete the survey with your own in fo rmation.

Looking for new friends? Find someone with similar interests!
W hat's your name? _ _ __ __ _ _ __

Who's your favorite ... ?

Whe re are you from? _ __ __ _ _ _ __

acto r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

How old are you? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

actress _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Are you single or m arried? _ _ _ _ _ __ _

singer _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Are you interested in .. . ?

What's your favorite . . . ?

travel

yes I no

TV show _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

sport s

yes I no

movie _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

fas hion

yes I no

video game _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _

B Group work Compare you r information. Who are you similar to ? How ?
"Min8 and I are similar. Our favorite movie is .. ."
6
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Grammar 11111 >))

Present of be
Are you interested in travel?

Where are you from?

Yes, I am.

I'm from South Korea.

No, I'm not.

Is he single?

How old is he?

No, he's not. I No, he isn't.

Yes, he is.

He's 22 years old.

Are they married?
Yes, they are.

What are your friends' names?
Their names are Ming and Kathy.

No, they're not./ No, they aren't.

A

Complete the conversations with the c rrect form of be. Then practice with
a partner.
2. A: Where ____ your parents from?

l. A: What~ your name?

B: Diego.
A: Where ____ you from?

B: Mexico City.
A: ____ you single?
B: No, I ____ not. I _ ___ m · rried.
A: _ _ _ _ you interested in fashio ?

B: Not really. I ____ interested in sports.

B: My mother
from Osaka.
A: ____ your father from Osaka, too?
B: No, he ____ . He _ _ __
from Nagoya.
A: What ____ they interested in?

B: Art, languages, and literature.
___ they interested in travel?
A:
B: No, they _ __

B Read the answers. Write the possible lquestions. Then compare with a partner.
1. What are you intere5ted in?
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3 . _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

Te hnology.
I' [ 20 years old.
Jolhnny Depp.

4 . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

N , I'm from Seoul.

5. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

Yer, lam,

C Pair work

Ask and answer the que tions in Part B.
Answer with your own information.

Speaking What are you i
A Pair work

Interview your partner. T ke notes.

1. Are you interested in literature?

Who's your favorite writer?
What books are in your house?

What's a good cell phone ?

2. Are you interested in
technology?

How old rs your cell phone?

3. Are you and your friends
interested in similar things?

What are you and your friends in terested in?
What are your friends interested in?

B Pair work Tell another classmate a out your partner's answers.
"Elena is interested in literature. Her fav rite writer is Jane Austen."

Keep talking!
Go to page 125 for more practice.

I

n ask and talk about interests.
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Can you repeat that, please?
Interactions
A Look at the pictures. Where are the people? What do you think they're
talking about?
B _.>)) Listen to the conversations. Were your guesses from Part A correct?
Then practice the conversations .

Fred: Fun party.
Carlos: Yeah, it is. Um, do you have
the time?
Fred: It's . .. 9:50.
Carlos: I'm sorry. Can you repeat that,
please?
Fred: Sure. It's 9:50.
Carlos: Wow! It's late.

Meg:
Melissa:
Meg:
Melissa:

So call me. OK?
Sure. What 's your number?
It's 629 -555-0 193.
Can you say that more slowly,
please?
Meg: Oh, sure. It's 629 -555-0 193.
Melissa: Got it. Thanks.

C .-.,. Listen to the expressions. Then pract ice the conversations again with the
new expressions.
Asking for repetition

Asking someone to speak more slowly

Can you repeat that, please?
Could you repeat that, please?
Could you say that again, please?

Can you say that more slowly, please?
Could you say that more slowly, please?
Could you speak more slowly, please?

D Put the words in order. Then practice the questions with a partner.
1. you / can / that / please / repeat

Can you repeat that. please?

2. slowly / please / say / you / can / more / that
3. again / could / say / you / that / please
4. slowly / please / more / you / speak / could
8
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Pronunciation Intonatio! in yes I no and Wh- questions
A 11111 >))

I no and

Listen and repeat. Notice the intonJtion in yes

Wh- questions.

_A

_A

Do you have the time?

Are you i terested in fashion?

~

Where are you from?

~

What's your number?

B ._>)) Listen and mark the intonation in t e questions. Then practice with a partner.
1. Who 's your favorite actress?

. . Are you from here?

2. Do you like parties?

· . What's your email address?

Listening Could you .. . ?
A

Listen to Clara's phone calls. Who oes she talk to? Number the pictures
from 1 to 3.
11111 >))

B

11111 >)) Listen again. Check (./) the questi n Clara is going to ask at the end of
each conversation .

0
2. 0
1.

3.

0

Could you repeat that, please?

0
0

Could you say that again, please?

0 Could you speak more slowly, please?

Can you repeat that, please ?

Can you say that more slowly, please ?
Could you say that more slowly, please ?

Speaking Class contact Ii t
A

Group work Ask four classmates their name, email address, and birthday.
Make a list. Ask them to repeat or speak ore slowly if necessary.

Full name

Email address

Birthday

1.

2.
3.
4.

A: What 's your full name?
B: It's Maria Sanchez.
A: I'm sorry. Could you ... ?

B Share your information and create
the class contact list.

· I can ask for repetition.
I can ask someone to speak more slowly.
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Do you play sports?
Vocabulary Sports and exercise
A "4>)) Dan and Kathy are very active. Match the sentences and the pictures.
Then listen and check your answers.

They . ..
bowl.
ski.

swim.
They play . ..
baseball.
golf.
table tennis.
They do ...
gymnastics.
karate.
yoga.

g

B Pair work Which sports and exercises in Part A do you do? Tell your partner.
"I swim and play baseball."

Conversation A ski sale
A '4>)) Listen and practice.
Clerk: Can I help you?
Gina: Yes, thank you. I want something for my boyfriend.
It's his birthday tomorrow.
Clerk: OK. What sports does he like? Does he play baseball?
Gina: No, he doesn't.
Clerk: How about table tennis? You can play together.
Gina: No, we don't really like table tennis.
Clerk: Well, does he ski?
Gina: Yes! He skis all the time. Do you sell skis?
Clerk: Yes, we do. And there's a ski sale right now.
Gina: Great!

B "4>)) Listen to a conversation between Gina and her
boyfriend. Where are they?
10
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Sporting Goods

Grammar

Simple present

What sports do you like?

o you sell skis?
Yes, I do.

I like golf and karate.

No, I don't.

Does he play baseball?

I don't like basketball.

Yes, he does.

What sports does he play?
He plays soccer.

No, he doesn't.

Do they like table tennis?

He doesn't play baseball.

Yes, they do.

No, they don't.

Where do they do yoga?
They do yoga at home.
They don't do yoga in the park.

A Complete the paragraph with the simp e present forms of the verbs. Then compare
with a partner.
Every year, over a thousand men and wo en _ _ _ __
(compete) in the Hawaii lronman Triathlo . A triathlon
_ _ _ _ _ (have) three parts, but it _ _ _ _ _ (not /
have) three winners. The person with th best time for the
three races _ _ _ _ _ (win). They _,___ _ _ _ (swim)
for 3.86 km, _ _ _ _ _ (bike) for 1 O km, and then
_ _ _ _ _ (run) for 42.2 km. The
(get) $100,000.

B Put the words in order. Then ask and nswer the questions. Answer with you r
own information.
1. soccer / do / play / on the weekend /
2. family / like / does / what sports / yo r
3. best friend / your/ where / does / ex rcise
4. bowl / friends / do / your / on the we kend

Speaking Do you ... ?
A Pair work Complete the questions
Take notes.
1. Do you play sports on
the weekend?
2. Do you watch sports
on TV?
~

· 3. Do you exercise in
the morning?

-[

-c

in

the chart. Then interview your partne r.

Yes.

- - What sports do you play?

No.

- - What do you do on the weekend?

Yes.

-

No.

- - What _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Yes.

- - What

No.

When

What sports _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ?
o n lV?

B Pair work Tell another classmate a out your partner's answers.
"Ricardo plays basketball and does kar te on the weekend."

Keep talkin

I•

Go to page 126 for more practice.

I can ask and talk about sports and exercise habits .
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Free time
A

Look at the pictures. What is each person's hobby? Guess.

B Read the blog posts and check your guesses.

I have a really cool telescope. I usually just look at the moon, but I
sometimes look at the planets, especially Mars and Jupiter. I want
to discover a star someday! Read more . . ..

I
I

..

Be the first to rate this. trCrCir:i
Posted by Hal at 7:12 a.m .

Comments O

................................................................................................................................................................ I
I make Navajo jewelry in my free time. I make rings, bracelets, and
necklaces. It's just a hobby, but I really enjoy it. You can see my
stuff on my website. Read more . ...
Be the first to rate this. trCiti{;i
Posted by Vicky at 9:35 a.m .

Comments O

A lot of people have a pet like a cat, a fish , or a bird . But I have an
unusual pet - a llama! His name is Rex, and I take him camping
with me. He always carries my things. Read more . ...
Be the first to rate this. ,'ir:rCr<:1
Posted by Rafael at 11 :48 a.m .

Comments O

I write a blog about cupcakes! I go to bakeries in my hometown
and try different kinds of cupcakes. Then I write about it. All of my
friends read my blog. Read more ....
Be the first to rate this. n<rC1n
Posted by Nadia at 1:07 p.m.

Comments O

C

Read the blog posts again. Which comment follows each post? Number the
comments from 1 to 4.
1. Your stuff is great! Do you sell it?
2. So where's a good place to get one?

3. Good luck! Oh , what would you name it?
4. I love the picture. What does he eat?

D Pair work Rate each blog post and write a comment for one of the people.
Discuss your ideas.

12
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Listening Is that a fish?
A _.l)) Listen to John tell his friend about yotaku. Number the pictures from 1 to 4.

D
B _. l)) Listen again. Answer the question .
3. Is it fun? - - - - - -- - 4. What does John sell? _ _ _ __

1. Where is 3yotaku from? - - -- - - + - 2. Who does John work with? _ _ _~ _

Writing An interest
A Think of an interest you have. Answer the questions.
• What are you interested in?

• Wmat do you do?

• What do you like about it?

B Write a blog post about an interest yo have. Use the model and your answers in
Part A to help you.

Collecting Autographs
I'm interested in autographs. I collect them from
baseball players. Sometimes player1 write their names
on pieces of paper. Sometimes they write on their
photos. My favorite is an autograph d baseball. It 's
Just a hobby, but I really enjoy it.
1

l

C Pair work Share your writing. Ask Ind answer questions for more information.

Speaking Other people's fnterests
Group work Think about people you know. Which of the things below do they do?
Ask and answer questions for more infor+ation.
writes a blog
collects something
travels a lot

A:
B:
A:
C:

1
wears cool clo] thes
cooks a lot
. has an unusu

My friend Masao writes a b/03.
What does he write about?
He usually writes about sports.
How often do you read it?

has a favorite sports team
makes something

·i' pet

reads a lot

I

I

can talk about people's free-time activities.
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Wrap-up
Guic• 11air review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list o~ interests. How many do you know? You
have one minute.
fashion
politics

Lesson B Do you remember? Check (./) the questions you can ask when
someone is speaking too fast or you want someone to repeat something. You have
one minute.

_L_
_

Could you repea t that , please?
_ Can you say that more slow ly, pl ease?

_ _ Can I speak to Rita , pl ease 7
_ _ Can you repeat that , pl ease?

_

What does this mean ?
_ Coul d you say that agai n, pl ease?

_ _ Could you speak more slowly, please?
_ _ How do you spe ll that?

Lesson C Test your partner! Say the names of the sports and exercises. Can
your partn er say the correct verb? You have one minute.
Student A:

Student B:

A: Baseball.
B: Play baseball.

Lesson D Guess! Describe or act out an interest or a sport, but don't say its
name. Can your partner guess what it is? Take turns. You and your partner have two
minutes.
A: / write online every day. Other people read my writin3 .
B: Oo you write a b/03 ?
A: Yes, I do.

In the real world
Who has unusual interests? Go on line and find someone with one of these interests.
Then write about it.
ha s an unusual pet
makes something

14

collects so mething
plays an u nusual sport

Unusual Pets
A woman in the U.S has
ducks as pets. . .
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A Match the comments and the people in the pictures.
_ _ "We love your new sweater!"

"That's very good. Good job!"

__ "What a great place!"

"What's going to happen next?"

B What else can you say about the people

in

the pictures?
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He's talkative and friendly.
Vocabulary Personality adjectives
A '4>)) Match the words and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.
a. confident

b. creative

l

C. friendly

d. funny
e. generous
f. hardworking

1.

2.

3.

g. serious

-c;,

h. shy
i. talkative
L_

4.

D

7.

5.

6.

8.

9.

B Pair work Which words describe you? Tell your partner.
" I'm hardworkin3 and creative. Sometimes I'm shy."

Language in context Find an e-pal!
A '4 >)) Read Nick's answers to an online form . Then complete the form with your
own information.
Name
Nick Douglas
Hometown
Dallas, Texas

Name

Age 18
~------~
What are our interests?

Age
What are your interests?

Hometown

---~------

Fashion, literature, politics,
movies, and sports
What are you like?

I'm talkative, friendly, and funny.

B Is Nick a good e-pal for you? Why or why not?
16
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What are ou like?

Grammar .->))
at's she like?

What are they like?

I'm talkative and friendly.

Sh 's shy but friendly.

They're hardworking.

I'm a friendly and talkative person .

Sh 's a shy but friendly girl.

They're hardworking students.

What are you like?

A Put the words in order. Then compare s ntences with a partner.
1. teacher / a / Mrs. Jenkins / creative / is
2. Melissa / student / serious / a / is
3. funny/ Bruno / is / talkative / and
4 . are / Rodrigo and Miguel / confident /

en
5. women / Marina and Elisa / are / hard orking

6 . is / and / generous / Carrie / friendly ]

B Read the answers. Write the What . . . ike? questions. Then practice with a partner.
What are you like?

2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

serious but friendly.
EvA is a very funny girl.

3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

MJtt and I are talkative people.

4. - - - - - - - -- -

and Mrs. Park are generous.

l.

I'

5. - - - - - - - - - -

I'

6. - - - - - - - - - -

very serious and hardworking.
brother Sam is a creative guy.

Speaking He's hardworki g.
A Pair wor
brother
sister

Choose three people fro

father
mother

grandfather
grandmother

your family. Descri be them to your partner.
husband

wife

A: My brother's name is Ci-woo.
B: What's he like?
A: Well, he's very hardworking. He's ·6, and
he's an accountant. He works late every day.

B

ou
r Are the people you k ow
similar or different?

A: My brother is very hardworking.
B: Really? My mother is hardworking, too.
She's a . ..

Keep talking!
to to page 127 for more practice.

I can ask and talk about people's personalities.
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I don't think so.
Interactions
A

When you're not sure

Look at the picture. Wh ere are the peo ple?

B

Listen to the conversation . Do Will and Joe know Mike well?
Then practice the conversation.

Will: What's your new roommate like?
Joe: Mike ? Oh, he's nice, but he's not very
talkative.
Will: Really? Is he shy?
Joe: I think so.

Will: Does he know many people here?
Joe: I don't think so.
Will: Well, maybe we can all go out
together sometime.
Joe: That's a great idea.

C

Listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.
Saying you think something is trn e

Saying you think something isn't true

I think so.
I believe so.
I guess so.

I don't think so.
I don't believe so.
I'm not really sure.

D Complete each response with one of the expressions from Part C. Then practice
with a partner.
1. A: Is Rafael hardworking?

2 . A: Is Marilyn married?
3 A: Is David creative?

4 . A: Is Maria interested in travel?
5. A: Is Sun -hee friendly?

18

B:
B:
B:
B:
B:

He studies a lot.
She doesn't have a ring.
_ He paints a lot.
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She doesn't have a passport.
People like her.

unit

2

Pronunciation Is he or I she
A

11111 >))

Listen and repeat. Notice the pronu ciation of Is he and Is she.

/Izi/

/IJi/

Is he hardworking?

B

11111 >))

Is she a goo

student?

Listen and write he or she. Then pr ctice with a partner.

1. Is _ _ _ _ _ a creative person?

2. Is

J

3. Is - - - - - a serious student?
4. Is
generous?

your new roommate.

Listening People we kno
A .. >))

Listen to two friends talk about dif erent people. Who are they talking about?
Check (./) the correct answers.
1.

0
0

a teacher
a student

2.

0
0

D a friend
B

11111 >))

3.

0

a father

D

best friends
classmates

a neighbor

0

teachers

Listen again. Circle the words you

1. generous
great
funny
creative

4

D a classmate

2. talkative
hardworking
shy
friendly

3. s rious
cpntident
ice
t lkative

Speaking Is he friendly?
A

Pair work Talk about the people at ,he party. Use the words
in the box and your own ideas.
friendly
talkative
shy
creative
serious
funny
single
married
a student
a teenager
a parent

A: Is Jun friendly?
B: / believe so.
A: /s he married?
B: I don 't think so.

B Pair work You want to meet one pe son at the party. Who do you talk to? Why?
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What do they look like?
1

Vocabulary Appearance
A '4l)) Complete the descriptions with the correct words. Then listen and check
your answers.
middle-aged

mustache

1. They're young. Rob is short
and overweight, and May is
_ _ _ _ _ and thin.
Rob has straight brown hair.
May has blond hair. It's
_ __ _ _ _ and wavy.

red

short

2. They're _ _ _ __
Lou and Jill have curly
_ __ _ _ hair. Jill has

shoulder-length hair. Lou has
little round glasses.

3. They're elderly. They're
medium height. Tony is
_ _ __ _ and has

a short white beard and a
_ _ _ __ . Angela has
long gray hair.

B Pair work Describe people in your family using the words in Part A.
"My brother is youn3. He's ten. My father has a mustache. And my . .. "

2

Conversation That's not my husband!
A '4 >))

Listen and practice.

Waiter: Good evening. Can I help you?
Mrs. Gray: Yes, thank you. Is Ken Gray here? He's my
husband.
Walter: Mr. Gray? I don't know. What does he look like?
Mrs. Gray: He's tall, th in, and has black hair. And he has
glasses.
Walter: Does he have a mustache?
Mrs. Gray: Yes, he does.
Walter: I think he's over there.
Mrs. Gray: No, that's not my husband! My husband has
short hair.

B '4 >)) Listen to the rest of the conversation.
Who is Mr. Gray with?

20
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J

Grammar ~>))
What do you look like?
I'm short and overweight.
I have glasses.

What doe~ he look like?
He's tall an8 thin.
He has a mlustache.

What do they look like?
They're middle-aged.
They have curly red hair.

The order of adjectives is usually 9ize, age, sha , e, and color.

She has long gray hair. (size + color)

He has little round glasses. (size+ shape)

She has new green glasses. (age + color)

They have curly red hair. (shape+ color)

A Look at the picture. Complete the sente ces with two adjectives. Then compare with
a partner.
big

brown

long

round

sho t

thin

wavy

young

1. He is a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and _ ________ man.

2. He has
3. He has a
4. He has

hair.
beard.
glasses.

B Put the words in order. Then ask and a lswer the 'questions.
Answer with your own information.
1. like/ what/ do/ look/ you - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2. best friend/ look/ what /does/ your/ like _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
3. what/ like/ look/ does/ favorite singe / your _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4

Speaking Who is it?
Pair work Describe a person in one of t e pictures below, but don't say his or her
name! Your partner guesses the person. Ta e turns.

"This person is tall and has short black h ir."

5

Keep talking!
Student A go to page 128 and Student B go to age 130 for more practice.
[ _I can as~ a~~ talk about people's appearanc:_
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People's profiles
1

Reading '4>))
A Read the webpage profiles. What is each person like?

ONLINE PROFILES
Name: Luc
Home: Montreal , Canada
Appearance: I'm tal I and have long brown hair. I wear only black .
Personality: I'm a very creative person. I like to make different things from
paper. I do it just for fun . I can make airplanes, birds, boats, and flowers.

Name: Bea
Home: London, U.K.
Appearance: I'm 60, with red hair. I always wear green glasses.
Personality: I think I'm a very generous person . I have a lot of free t ime , so I do
a lot of volunteer work at local schools. To me, it 's very important to give back to
my community.

Name: Suchin
Home: Bangkok , Thailand
Appearance: I'm 30. I'm medium height, and I have short hair.
Personality: I'm friendly and hardworking. I work as a salesclerk in a clothing
store . We sell clothing from northern Thailand there. In my free time , I play the
seung, a traditional musical instrument.

Name: Marco
Home: Iqu itos , Peru
Appearance: I'm tall and handsome , with long black ha ir.
Personality: I'm talkat ive and friendly. I have a part-time job . Iqu itos is in t he
Amazon , so piranha fish ing is very popular. I take tourists fishing, but we never
keep the fish .

B Read the webpage again. Luc, Bea, Suchin, and Marco later uploaded these photos
to their profiles. Write the name of the person under the correct photo.

C Who wrote each sentence? Write the names.
1. _ _ _ _ _ _ But there's one problem - I can't swim !

2.
3.
4.

My neighbors complain about the noise.
I especially like to work with children .
I spend a lot of money on paper!

D Pair work Which person do you think is interesting? Why? Tell your partner.
22
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Listening Starting a

profil

A 1111 >)) Listen to Brian help his mother join a social networking site. Check (./) the
picture that Linda posts on the site.

B 1111 >)) Listen again. Check (./) the information Brian's mother includes in her profile.

0

Age

O

Appearance

O

1

Favorite actress

Writing and speaking

O

Favorite singer

O

Personality

uess who!

A Think about your appearance and your personality. Answer the questions.
• How old are you?

• What do you look like?

• What are you like?

B Write a description of yourself, but do 't write your name! Use the model and you r
answers in Part A to help you.
Guess Who!
I'm 18 years old. I'm thin and me ium
height. I have short black hair and
glasses. I'm a friendly and talkative
person, but sometimes I'm shy. I'm
creative and very interested in art nd
fashion .

C Group work Put your papers facet:lown on the table.
Take one paper and read the description . ~our group guesses
who it is. Take turns.
/.
A: Th is person is interested in art an , fashion.
B: / think I know. Is it Marta?
A: No, Marta has long hair.
This person has short hair.
B: Oh, OK.
C: Is it .. . ?

I can describe my personality and appearance.
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Wrap-up
1

Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of personality adjectives. How many do you
know? You have two minutes.

Lesson B Test your partner! Ask your partner the questions. Can your
partner give the correct answers? You have one minute.
Student A: What are three ways to say you think something is true?
Student B: What are three ways to say you think something isn't true?

Lesson C Do you remember? Look at the picture.
Circle the correct word for each sentence. You have one minute.
1. This is Eduardo. He is young / elderly.
2. He has short / long gray hair.
3. His hair is straight / curly.
4. He has little / big glasses.
5. He has a mustache / beard.

Lesson D Find out! Are any of your and your partner's
friends similar? Take turns. You and your partner have two minutes.
A: My friend is tall and has long black hair. She's very funny.
B: My friend is tall and has long black hair. She's funny, too!

In the real world
Who are you like? Go online and find a musician, an actor, or an actress who is similar
to you . Then write a description of him or her.
• What does he or she look like?
• What is he or she like?

Scarlett Johansson
Scarlett Johansson fr; similar
to me. She is medium height.
She has long hair. ...

24
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Warn1-up

A Describe the pictures. Where are the people? What are they doing?

B Do you ever do these activities? When do you do them?
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It's extremely cold.
1

Vocabulary Weather
A _.l))

Label the pictures with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers .

Weather
cloudy

rainy

snowy

-0

1.

• 6.

Temperature

2.

sunny

windy

cold

cool

hot

warm

u u
1111111111
1111111111
1111111111

3.

.J •

•• ,

• 7.

•B .
.9.

"~

"'2•~ ~.·., ..~l•
~~·

~,: '"I,:

5.

4.

B Pair work

What's the weather like in your country in each season? Complete the
chart with the words from Part A. Then compare answers.

sprinc

fall

winter

rainy season

dry season

Language in context Favorite seasons
A _. J))

Listen to people talk about their favorite season. Which places are cool?

My favorite season is spring. It's fairly cool, and it
rains quite a bit, but it's a good time to see
flowers.
- Jan, Lisse, Holland

I like summer a lot. It's very windy - great for
windsurfing! And it doesn't rain at all then .

Fall is my favorite. It's sunny and cool, and in late
October, 150 million butterflies arrive!

I love winter. It's extremely cold and it snows a
lot, but that's when the Sapporo Snow Festival is.

- Fouad, Essaouira, Morocco

- Juan, Morelia, Mexico

B
26

What about you? What's your favorite season? What's the weather like then?
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- Rie, Sapporo, Japan

Grammar 11111 >))

Adverbs of intensity; quantifiers with verbs
-

.-

~

Adverbs of intensity

Quantifier with verbs

It's extremely cold.
It's very windy.
It's really hot.
It's pretty sunny.
It's fairly cool.
It's somewhat cloudy.

It rains quit, a bit.
It snows a Ii le.
It doesn't rain very much.
It doesn't ra n at all.

Add the adverbs and quantifiers to the se tences. Then compare with a partner.

It snows a lot in Moscow in the winter.

1. It snows in Moscow in the winter. (a l9t)
2. It rains in Seattle in the winter. (quite

abit)

3. It's cold in Busan in January. (extreme!~)
4. It's cool in Rabat in the rainy season. ~fairly)
5. It snows in Lima in July. (not ... at allj
6. It's windy in Wellington all year. (preti )

listening Think about th weather!
A

11111 >)) Listen to people talk about the weather in three cities. Which city is one of the
people planning to visit? Circle ~
te city.

1. Istanbul, Turkey

It's

2. Antigua, Guatemala

The - - - - + - - - season is from November to April.

3. Beijing, China

It's

B

11111 >))

. cold in the winter.
-----+---

and _ __ __ in the spring.

listen again. Complete the senten es with the correct words.

Speaking True or false?
A

Write two true sentences and two fals,~ sentences about the weather where you
live. Use these words and expressions.
pretty sunny
extremely hot
really cold

rain a lot
very windy
snow

somewhat cloudy
fairl I cool

l

B Pair work Read your sentences. voLr partner
corrects the false sentences. Take turns.
A: It's pretty sunny in the winter.
B: / think that's false. It's pretty clou y in the winter.

Keep talking!
Student A go to page 129 and Student B go to page 131 for more practice.

L-I can -talk about the weather
and seasons.
I' -
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In my opinion, • • •
1

Interactions

--

Opinions
- -

-- -

- - -- --

- -

------

-

A

Do you ever make phone calls over the Internet? What do you like about it?
What don't you like?

B .. >)) Listen to the conversation . Where are the three people?
Then practice the conversation .

Cindy: So, Luk, how are things in Bangkok?
Luk: Great. It's warm and sunny today.
Brian: It's really cold here in Chicago. So
when are you coming to see us?
Luk: Well, when's a good time to visit?
Cindy: Hmm . .. I'm not sure.
Luk: Brian? What do you th ink?

Brian: I think fall is a good time. The
weather is great, and there's a lot
to do.
Cindy: Yeah, we can all go to a baseball
game then .
Luk: That would be great!

C .. >)) Listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.

Asking for an opinion

Giving an opinion

What do you think?
What are your thoughts?
What's your opinion?

I think .. .
I'd say .. .
In my opinion, . ..

D Number the sentences from 1 to 6. Then compare with a partner.
_ _ A: Well ... what's your favorite season?

_ 1_ A: When are you going to New York?
A: I think spring is a great time to visit. It's usually warm and sunny then .

B: I don't know. What do you think? When's a good time to visit?
B: Really? OK. Maybe we'll go to New York in May.
B: My favorite season is spring.

28
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2

Listening When's a good ime to visit?
A ._l)) Listen to three people talk to frien<i1s about a good time to visit these cities. Are
1

their friends' opinions the same or differe t? Circle your answers.

1. the same / different

B

1111 >))

2. the ame / different

3. the same / different

Listen again. Write T (true) or F (fJlse) next to the sentences.

1. Gabriel is from Rio de Janeiro, but Bian[ca isn't. _£__
2. It's very hot in Rio de Janeiro in February. __
3. Patricia thinks it's fine to visit New zeJland anytime. __

4. It's extremely cold in New Zealand in J~ly and August. __
5. Sophie is from Marseille. __
j
6. A lot of stores and restaurants in France close in August. __

Speaking Good time, bad time
A Pair work Discuss the weather and seasons
where you live. Give your opinions.
•
•
•
•
•

When's a good season to visit?
What months are especially good?
What's the weather like then?
What kinds of things do people do the n?
1
When's not a good time to visit? Why mot?
A: I think spring is a good season to isit.

What do you think?
B: Yes, I'd say May is good.
A: The weather is warm then.
B: And there are some great festivals

t.

B Group work Share your opinions ith
another pair. Do you have the same opinions?

( / can ask for and give an opinion.
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I'd like to lay chess.
1

Vocabulary Indoor activities
A .,>)) Complete the phrases with the correct words. Then listen and check
your answers.
a board game
chess

cookies
a crossword

a jigsaw puzzle
a nap

popcorJ
a video

----

a. bake _ _ _ __

b. do _ _ _ _ __

c. do _ _ _ _ __

d. make _ _ _ __

e. make - - - - -

l play _ _ _ __

g. play _ _ _ __

h. take _ _ _ __

B Pair work Rank these activities from 1 (fun) to 8 (not fun at all). Then
compare answers.
A: / do a crossword every day, so I think that's really fun. How about you?
B: / never take a nap. I don't think that's fun at all. /l's my number eight.

Conversation It's raining!
A .,>)) Listen and practice.
Joanie: Oh, no! It's raining!
Evan: We can't go on our picnic.
Joanie: No. So, what would you like to do?
Would you like to do a jigsaw puzzle?
Evan: Not really. Would you like to play chess?
Joanie: Um, yeah, I would .
Evan: We can make some popcorn, too.
Joanie: Great idea. But let's play a little later.
Evan: OK. Why?
Joanie: I'd like to take a short nap.

B .. ,)) Listen to their conversation later in the day.
What does Evan want to do?
30
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Would like+ infinitive

What would you like to do?

ould you like to do a jigsaw puzzle?
Yes, I would.
No, I wouldn't.

I'd like to play chess.
He'd like to play right here.

Yes, they would.

No, they wouldn't.

A Circle the correct words. Then practice ith a partner.
1. A:
B:
2. A:
B:
3. A:
B:

Which game would you like play / to play?
I'd like to / I would to play chess.
Would you like do / to do a crosswor now?
No, I'd not / I wouldn't. I don't like c osswords.
What do / would you like to do tonig t?
I'd like / I would to watch TV with m friends.

B Pair work Make true sentences with I'd like co or I wouldn't like co.
Tell your partner.
-- --- - - - - - - - - ·~- .-·- have class outside
play chess after lass
stay in this weekend
_t_ak_e _a_ n_a_p r_ig_ht_n_o~

·.

Pronunciation Reductio1 _of would you
A -4 >)) Listen and repeat. Notice how woulr you is pronounced
"

Would Y9.(.I like to play a board game?

/wud3a/.

Which game would you like to play?

B Pair work Practice the questions in xercise 3A again. Reduce would you to

/wud"Jp/.

Speaking I'd like to ...
A Pair work Look out these windows nd describe the weather. Then decide what
,

you'd. like to do together on each day. Tak

2.

1.

3.

A: It's cool and rainy today. What wo Id you like to do?
B: I'd like to do a ii8saw puzzle. How bout you?

B Group work Share your ideas with nother pair. Ask and answer questions for
more information.

Keep talking!
Go to page 132 for more practice.

Ic

talk about what I would like to do.
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Where would you like to go?
1

Reading .->))
A
0

Read the article. Where do you think it is from? Check (.!) the correct answer.
a vacation blog

O a tourist brochure

O a textbook

O a weather report

...
the United States

Spring can arrive in February in Victoria on the west coast. In
other parts of Canada, it gets warm in early April, and spring
weather continues until June. In British Columbia, you can kayak,
camp, or take a train trip through the Rocky Mountains.
Summer brings warm to hot weather from May to September.
This is a great time to fish in one of Canada's many lakes; kayak
among whales in Churchill, Manitoba; or have some Wild West
fun at the Calgary Stampede.
Fall brings cool temperatures in September and October. It's a
good time of year to see the fall leaves in eastern Canada, enjoy
hiking, visit museums, or go to the Toronto International
Film Festival.
Snow begins to fall in November, and temperatures drop. Days
are short in winter, but you can ski, go to an ice festival, or see the
northern lights. In parts of British Columbia, the snow doesn't
stay long and you can golf all year!

B Read the article again. When can you use these things? Write the season.

C Group work Imagine you can visit Canada. When and where would you go?
Why? Discuss your ideas.
32
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Writing An email to a fri J d
A Think of a place and a friend you woul~ like to visit. Answer the questions.
• What is your friend's name?

• When do you plan to visit?

• Where does your friend live?

• whkt would you like to do there?

B Write an email to a friend about your trbvel plans. Use the model and your answers
in Part A to help you.
Kate Spencer to Hee-jin Choi
Hi Hee-jin,
I have good news. I can visit you in Seou this summer!
Tell me about Seoul. What's the weather ike in the
summer? Is it really hot?
As you know, I'm very interested in art a d food. So I'd like
to visit the National Museum and go to sqme really good
restaurants. What about you? What woul~ you like to do?
This is so exciting! See you soon .
Kate

C Pair work

Share your writing. Ask l nd answer questions for more information.

Speaking A place I'd like o visit
A Think about a place you'd like to visit in your own country or a different country.
Take notes.
Place: _ _ _ __
When would you like to go?

B Group work

Why would you like to go then?

What would you like to do there?

Share your ideas. As and answer questions tor more information.

A: I'd really like to 30 to Kyoto in the spring.
B: Why would you like to 30 then?
A: Because I'd like to see the cherry lossoms .
C: What else would you like to do th re?

I can talk about a place I would like to visit.
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Wrap-up
1

Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of words for weather and words for
temperature. How many do you know? You have two minutes.

Lesson B Do you remember? Check (./) the questions you can ask when
you want someone's opinion. You have one minute.

D What's your opinion?
D What's your teacher's name?
D What's the weather like today?
D What are your thoughts?
D What are you like?
D What do you think?
Lesson C Find out! What is one thing both you and your partner would like to
do outside this weekend? What is one thing you both would like to do inside? Take
turns. You and your partner have two minutes.
A: I'd like to play chess inside. Would you?
B: No. I'd like to bake cookies. Would you?
A: Yes, I would.

Lesson D Guess! Describe a famous place in your country, but don't say its
name. Can your partner guess where it is? Take turns. You and your partner have
two minutes.
A: It's hot, and it's a bis city. People have parties on the beach.
B: Is it Rio de Janeiro?
A: Yes, it is.

In the real world
Where would you like to go? Go online and find the typical weather for that place in
every season. Then write about it.
Chicago
I'd like to go to Chicago. There
are four seasons. It's extremely
cold in the winter. It's very
windy in the spring . .. .

34
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A

These are the homes of world leaders. Match the countries and the pictures. Check your
answers on page 44.
Brazil

B

France

Rank the homes you would like to visit

Iceland

__ Japan

tr:m 1 (really want to visit) to 4 (don 't want to visit).
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There's a lot of light.
1 Vocabulary
A

11111 >))

Things in a home

Label the pictures with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers.

bed

B Pair work

coffee table

refrigerator

Which of the things in Part A do you have in your home? Tell your partner.

Language in context A new apartment
A

11111 >))

Listen to the conversation. Beth has a new apartment. Which room does Lori like?

Lori: Your new place is nice!
How many rooms are
there?
Beth: There are four - a kitchen,
a living room, a bathroom,
and a bedroom.

Lori: I really like your kitchen.
Beth: Thanks. There aren't
many cupboards, and
there isn't much space,
but that's OK. I hardly
ever cook.

Lori: Look at all the windows in
your living room!
Beth: Yeah, there's a lot of light
in here. But ... there's
also a lot of noise!

B What about you? What is important to you when you move into a new house
or apartment?
36
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Grammar '4)))

How ma·ny/much; quantifiers before nouns
How much light is there?

How many cupboards are there?

a lot of

a lot of
There are

some

cupboar , s.

There's

There aren't

some

light.

a little

a few

many
any

cupboarr s.

There isn't

much
any

light.

A Complete the questions with many r much. Answer the questions about the home
in Exercise 1. Then practice with a partfher.
1. How _ _ _ _ _ space is there in the kitchen? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. Are there _ _ _ _ _ cupboard in the kitchen? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. How _ _ _ _ _ chairs are the le in the living room? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4 . Are there _ _ _ _ _ shelves i~ the bathroom? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. How

light is there ii the bedroom?

B Pair work Ask and answer ques ions about the apartment in Exercise 2.
rooms I apartment
light / living room

cupboards / ki chen
windows / livimg room

space / kitchen
noise / apartment

A: How many rooms are there in t e apartment?
B: There are four rooms. Are there many cupboards in the kitchen?

Speaking My home
Pair work Add three questions belgw. Then interview your partner.
Find out three things that are similar about your homes.
• Do you live in a house or an apartII ent?
• How many rooms are there?
• Are there many closets in the bedr om?

• Is there much space in the bathrot /

A: Do you live in a house or an apart ent?
B: / live in a small apartment.
A: Me, too.

Keep talking!
Go to page 133 for more practice.

I can ask and answer questions about my home.
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Can you turn down the music?
1

Interactions
A

Requests

----~-----

--

What are your neighbors like? Do you like them?

B lllli)) Listen to the conversation. Why does Keisha call her neighbor?
Then practice the conversation.

Carlos: Hello?
Keisha: Hi. It's Keisha from downstairs. Are

Carlos: Sure. I can do it now.
Keisha: Thank you. I have an exam

you having a party?
Carlos: Uh -huh. Are we being noisy?
Keisha: I'm afraid so. Can you turn down
the music, please?

Carlos: I understand.
Keisha: Thanks again.

tomorrow, and I'm trying to study.

C

11111 >)) Listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.

Agreeing to a request
Can you turn down the music, please?
Could you turn down the music, please?
Would you turn down the music, please?

D

38

Sure.
No problem.
I'd be happy to.

Match the requests and the responses. Then practice with a partner.

1. Can you turn down your TV, please?

a. I'd be happy to. I'm going to work now, anyway.

2. Can you move your car, please?

b. Sure. I think it's for me.

3 . Could you answer the phone, please?

C. No problem. Sorry about the noise.

4 . Would you open the curtains, please?

d. Sure. There isn't much light in here.
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Pronunciation Intonati n in requests
A ._>))

Listen and repeat. Notice the falli Ig intonation in these requests.

~
Can you turn down the music, plear e?

~
Can you move your car, please?

B Pair work Practice the questions i Exercise 1D again. Pay attention to
your intonation.

Listening Friendly reque ·ts
A .->» Listen to three people call their n ighbors. Where does each caller live? Circle
the correct answers.
3. apartment / house

1. apartment / house

B _.>)) Listen again. What does each call r want the neighbor to do? Check (ti) the
correct answers.
1.

0
0
0

3.

stop the party
turn down the TV
turn down the music

0
0

ove the car
b y some milk

0
0
0

stop exercising
exercise earlier
stop the party

Speaking Neighbor to n ighbor
A

Match the requests and the problem .

1. Can you move it, please?

2. Could you put it in the garbage can, lease?

3. Could you come and get it, please?
4. Would you turn it down, please?

D
Your neighbor's cat is
at your door.

very noisy.

Your neighbor's car is
in your parking space.

Your neighbor's
garbage isn't in the
garbage can .

B Pair work Call your neighbor. ldern tify yourself and explain the situation.
Make a request. Take turns.
A: Hello.
B: Hi. It's Mike from downstairs. Yo r cat is at my door.
Could you come and get it, pleas ?
A: Sure. I'd be happy to.

C Pair work Think of two more requests. Then call
I
your partner to make the requests. Tak turns.
I can make and agree to requests.
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I always hang u my clothes!

1

Vocabulary Household chores
A 1111 >)) Label the pictures with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers.
clean out the closet
clean up the yard

drop off the dry cleaning
hang up the clothes

pick up the magazines
put away the dishes

1. - - - - - - - 2 . - - - - - - - 3. - - - - - - -

5. - - - - --

-

6. - - - - - - -

4. - -

"I always clean up the yard on the weekend. I also drop off the dry c/eanin3."

Conversation Let's clean it up!
A 1111 >» Listen and practice.
Ken: This place is a mess. Let's clean it up before
Mom and Dad get home.
Paul: Good idea. Well, I can put the dishes away
and wipe off the counter.
Ken: And the garbage is full. Could you take it out?
Paul: Sure. No problem.
Ken: And you know, your bedroom is a mess, too.
Your clothes are all over the floor. Would you
pick them up, please?
Paul: Yeah, I guess.
Ken: And then hang them up in the closet?
Paul: OK, but what are you going to do?

B 1111>)) Listen to the rest of the conversation. Which chore is Ken going to do?
40

-----

7. - - - - - - - 8 . - - - - - - -

B Pair work Which chores in Part A do you do? Tell your partner.

2

take out the garbage
wipe off the counter
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Grammar .. >))

Separable two-word phrasal verbs

I take out the garbage.

Could you hang up your clothes, please?

I take t he garbage out.

Could you hang your clothes up, please?

I take it out.

Could you hang them up, please?

Not: I take out it.

Not: Could you hang up theA'l, please?

A

Rewrite the sentences. Then compar] with a partner.

Let's hang the dry cleaning up.

1. Let's hang up the dry cleaning.
2. Could you put away your clothes, pler se?
3. How often do you take out the garbage?
4. I clean out my closets once a year.

I

B Complete the sentences with the cor ect verbs. Use either it or them. Then compare
with a partner.
clean out
./cleanup

drop off
hang up

pick up
put awa,

1. The living room is a mess. Let's

take out
wipe off

~c~le~arn~,~·t~u-Fp_ ____ before

2. Why is your coat on the chair? Can ~,ou
3. The garbage is full. Could you

the party.
in the closet?

.

right away, please?

4 . This closet is full of old clothes and books. Let's
- - - - - -- --fo-r me?
5. The dishes are in the dishwasher. w t uld you
6. Th is table isn't clean . Can you

before dinner, please?

7. These books belong to the library. C uld you

for me?

8 . Your magazines are all over the floo . Would you

, please?

Speaking What a chore
A Pair work

Interview your partne

How often do you •.. ?

Check (./) his or her answers.

My partner

1. put away th e dishes
2. clean up you r bedroom
3 . ta ke out t he garbage
4 . clean out your close t
5 . ha ng up your c loth es

B Group work Tell your group ab ut your partner's answers. Who does a lot of
chores? Who doesn't ?

" Daniel does a lot of chores. He puts Gway the dishes and takes out the 3arba3e
every day."

Keep talking!
Go to page 134 for more practice.

I

can talk about household chores.
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What a home!
A

Look at the pictures. Describe each home.

B Read the article. Check (./) the best title for the article.

0
0

C

Crazy Houses in the United States

0

Daily Life in a Strange House

Unusual Houses from Around the World

D

How to Build Your Dream Home

The Storybook House - - - - - -

The Shoe House - - - - - - - -

The classic children's story "Hansel and
Gretel" inspired this unusual home in the
U.S. The owners built the house by hand
and included five fireplaces inside.

This house in the U.S. has a living room,
two bathrooms, a kitchen, and three
bedrooms. There's even a shoe mailbox.
The owner had a few shoe stores. No one
lives there now, but there are tours of
the house.

The Crazy House _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

The Upside-down House - - - - - r

People in Vietnam call this house the
Crazy House because it looks strange.
Part of the house is a tree, and it has
unusual twists and turns. You can also
see big animals on the outside. The
house is a hotel and a tourist attraction.

In this house in Poland, the furniture
hangs from the ceiling! No one lives
there, but it's a popular tourist attraction.
It took the workers a long time to build
the house. They often felt sick inside.

Read the article again. Answer the questions.

1. How did the owners build the Storybook House? ________________
2. How many rooms are there in the Shoe House? _________________
3. What can you see on the outside of the Crazy House? ______________
4. What is unusual about the inside of the Upside-down House? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D Pair work Which house would you like to stay in? Why? Tell your partner.
42
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2 Listening

unit

A tour of GraceL d

.

A Graceland was Elvis Presley's home in Mlemphis, Tennessee. Look at the pictures
in Part B of four rooms in the home. what
house is like?

do you see? What do you think the

B -4,)) Listen to Sam and Haley_take a tour of Graceland. Number the rooms
from 1 to 4. ·

C -4,)) Listen again. What is each person's favorite room? Complete the sentences.
1. Sam's favorite room is the - - - - - + - - - - 2. Haley's favorite room is the _ _ _ _ __ _ __

J Writing and speaking

ream home

A Imagine your dream home. Answer the questions.

j

• Where is your dream home?

• What does it look like?

•

• Is there anything unusual about your home?

How many rooms does it have?

B Write a description of your dream horn . Use the
model and your answers in Part A to help ~ou.

f

C

Pair work Share your writing. Ask amd answer
questions for more information.
A: What color is the house?
B: It's white.
A: What is your favorite part of the house?
B: The swimming pool.

My Dream Home
My dream home is on the beach in
Hawaii. It 's a very big house. ft has five
bedrooms, five bathrooms, and a lot of
light and space. There are two kitchens.
One kitchen is inside the house. The
other kitchen is outside because we
have a lot of barbecues on the beach!

( / can describe a home.
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Wrap-up
1

Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of rooms in a house and the things that go
in each room. How many do you know? You have two minutes.

Lesson B Do you remember? Complete the conversations with the correct
words . You have two minutes.
1. A: C~ou=l=d____ you turn down the music, please?
B: Nop _ _ _ __

w___ __ you

answer the phone, please?
B: I'd be h_ _ _ _ _ to.

2. A:

I

3. A: Could buy some milk, p_ _ _ _ _ ?
8: S_ _ _ __

Lesson C Test your partner! Act out a chore. Can your partner guess what
it is? Take turns. You and your partner have two minutes.

Lesson D Guess! Describe a room in your house, but don't say its name. Can
your partner guess what room it is? Take turns. You and your partner have
two minutes.
A: This is my favorite room. There are three posters on the wall.
B: /s it your bedroom?
A: Yes, it is.

2

In the real world
Go online and find information in English about an unusual house.
Then write about it.
• Why is it unusual?
• What are the rooms like?
• Find a picture of the home, if possible.
An Unusual Home
fhe House on the Rock has
many interesting rooms. One
room is 218 feet long and has
:3,264 windows.

cl ) U'l?J~ ·p
l!Z'l?Jg ')
PUP!cl) I ·q
uedef ·e
(S E .i3ed) V lJ'l?d 'dO · WJ'l?M 01 SJ.IMSUV
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Breathe deeply.
Vocabulary Parts of the body
A ~>)) Label the pictures with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers.
a. arm
b. ear
c. eye

g. head
h. knee
i. leg

d. finger
e. foot (feet)
f . hand

j. mouth

m. shoulder

k. neck
I. nose

n. stomach
o. wrist

2. tooth

(teeth)

3.

2.

1.

B Pair work Point to a part of your body. Your partner names it. Take turns.
"That's your arm. And those are your ears."

2

Language in context Yoga for beginners
A

~>)) Match the exercises with the yoga pictures in Exercise 1. Listen and check
your answers.

__ Place your right
foot carefully on your
left leg. Stretch your
arms over your head.
Hold for 30 seconds.
Lower your arms and
foot slowly.

_ _ Repeat on the
other side. Place your
left foot carefully on your
right leg. Stretch your
arms over your head.
Hold for 30 seconds.

_ _ Stand up. Hold your
stomach in. Keep your
back and neck straight.
Relax your arms.
Don 't hold your breath.
Breathe slow ly
and deeply.

B What about you? Do you do yoga? If not, would you like to try it? Why or why not?
46
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Grammar •)))
Breathe slowly and deeply.
Stretch your arms.
Hold for 30 seconds.
Repeat on the other side.

Don't bre the quickly.
I
Don't rela your arms.
Don't holj your breath.

Adjective
slow
careful

Don't repl at on the other side.

deep
noisy

Adverb
slowly
carefully
deeply
noisily

A Complete these exercise tips with the c rrect imperative form. Then compare with
a partner.

.I do
l.

drink

Don't do

eat

exercise

fin<H

stretch

too much the first day.

some water.

4.

2. -_ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ your body for a few mi/nutes.
3.
a place with a lot of s1ace.

5. - - - - - a big meal before you exercise.
6.
twice a week.

B Circle the correct adverbs. Then comp~r with a partner.
1. Walk quickly / slowly for 20 minutes every day.

2. Eat quickly / slowly at every meal.
I
3 . Breathe heavily/ deeply when you exercise.
4 . Sit quietly/ noisily for a few minutes elach day.
5. Stretch carefully / heavily every mornimg.

Pronunciation Reductio of and
• >)) Listen and repeat. Notice how and is ronounced
consonant sounds.
/an/

/an/

before some

/an/

Breathe slowly and deeply.

Keep your back and neck straight.

Speaking Lower your ar s slowly.
Pair work Make sentences with the w rds below.
Your partner does the actions. Take turns

"Point to your nose slowly."
A

I

Stretch
Lower
Point t o - - - Move
your~

arms
hand
head
leg

Raise
Touch

~nose
toes

C

--~---~---'

slowly .
carefully.
quickly.
to the right / left.
up and down .

Keep talking!
Go to page 135 for more practice.

( / can give and follow instru; tions.
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I'm not feeling well.
1

Health problems
11111 >))

listen. Then act out a health problem. Your partner guesses it.

a backache

a cold

a cough

an earache

a fever

the flu

a headache

a sore throat

a stomachache

a toothache

"Do you have a cold?"

Interactions
A 11111 >)) listen to the conversation. What's wrong with Margaret?
Then practice the conversation.

Debbie: Hey, Margaret. How are you?
Margaret: I'm not feeling well.
Debbie: Oh? What's wrong?

B

Margaret: I have a headache. I think I'd
like to go home and rest.
Debbie: That's fine. Take it easy.

listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.
11111 >))

~MMIMM
I'm not feeling well.
I don't feel so good.
I feel awful.

48

Wishing someone well

Take it easy.
Get well soon.
I hope you feel better.
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Listening What's wrong? I
A ._>))

Listen to four phone conversations Number the pictures from 1 to 4.

B ._>)) Listen again. How does each caller wish the person well? Write the expression.
! .____________
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3 . - - - -- - - - - - - -

4.

------------

Speaking

Class activity Role-play these situati ns. Then change roles.
Group A: Walk around the class and ask i eople in Group B how they feel.
Use expressions from Exercise ~·
Group B: Imagine you have a health problem. Tell the people in Group A about it. Use
expressions from Exercise 2.
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

How are you?
I don't feel so good.

Oh? What 's wron3?
/ have a stomachache.
I'm sorry to hear that. I hope you fee better.

I can say how I feel.
I can wish someone well.
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How healthy are you?
1

Vocabulary Healthy habits
A '4>)) Complete the phrases with the correct verbs. Then listen and check your answers.
eat

exercise

get

go

lift

protect

1. - - - - - - a balanced diet

2. - - - - - -

5. - - - - - - for a walk

6 . - - - - - - - 7. - - - - - - - 8 . - - - - - - a good breakfast
daily
enough sleep

your hands

3 . - - -- -your skin

4. - - - - - weights

B Pair work Which of the healthy habits in Part A do you have? Tell your partner.

2

Conversation I don't have much energy.
A '4>)) Listen and practice.
Laura: What's wrong, Hal? Are you OK?
Hal: Oh, hi, Laura. I don't know. I just don't
have much energy.
Laura: Hmm. Do you eat breakfast every day?
Hal: Sure. And I exercise. I lift weights at
my gym.
Laura: And how often do you go there?
Hal: Three or four days a week.
Laura: That's not bad. How long do you
spend there?
Hal: Oh, about an hour a day.
Laura: That's good. And how much sleep do
you get?
Hal: Quite a bit, about ten hours a night.
Laura: Ten hours? That's why you don't have any
energy. I think that's too much sleep!

B '4>)) listen to the rest of the conversation.
What else does Laura ask about?

50
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Grammar '4>))
How healthy are your eating habits?

How often do you go to the gym?

Somewhat healthy.

Three or four days a week.

How many meals do you eat a day?

How long do you spend at the gym?

Five small meals.

About an hour.

How much sleep do you get?

How well do you follow your diet?

Quite a bit.

Not very well.

A

Complete the questions with a How q estion . Then compare with a partner.

1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ do you prot~ct your skin from the sun?
b. Pretty well. I

a. Extremely well.

c. Not very well.

2. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ are your ea~ing habits?
a. Very healthy.

c. Not healthy at all.

b. Quite health~.

3. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ coffee do you drink in a week?
a. A lot.

b. Quite a bit.

c. Nbt much.

4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ do you eat
a. Every day.

td

b. Several times a

meat?

c. Never.

eek.

do you spe~ ct on the computer every week?

5.
a. 40 hours.

b. 20 hours.

c. Five hours.

6 . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ times a da do you wash your hands?
a. About six times.

c. Once.

b. About thr e times.

B Pair work Ask and answer the que tions in Part A. Circle your
partner's answers.

A: How well do you protect your skin from the sun?
B: Not very well. I sometimes wear a hat, but I rarely use sunscreen.

Speaking Good question
A Group work Look at the pictures. ow many different How questions can you
make for each picture? Ask the questions.

A: How many times a week do you Ii t weights?
B: Never. I 30 to the gym once a wee , but I don't lift weights.
C: How long do you spend at the 8Y ?

B

How healthy do you think you are?

Keep talking!
Go to page 136 for more practice.

~

cao a-; ;nd talk about h;;lthy habit~
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Don't stress out!
1

Reading '4>))
A Read the article. Write the correct headings above the paragraphs.
Breathe

Do Nothing

Move!

Laugh

1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Take a deep breath. Breathe slowly and deeply every time you begin to feel stress. Make this a
habit, and you can often stop a little stress from becoming a lot of stress.
2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Make a "to do" list, and decide what you need to do right away and what can easily wait.
Clean up your study or work space. Do the same with your computer desktop.

3. - - - - - - - - - Go for a swim. Run. Ride your bicycle. Do aerobics. Hike up a mountain. It doesn't really
matter what you do. Just do something that you enjoy.

4. - - - - - - - - - Have a problem? Don't keep it inside. Talk to a friend, a family member, or even your cat.
Don't want to talk? Write it down in a stress journal.

5. - - - - - - - - - See a funny movie. Tell some jokes. Watch some silly
pet videos on the Internet. Laughter - yours or someone
else's - is often the best medicine.

6. - - - - - - - - - That's right ... nothing! Close the door. No TV, computer,
or phone. Sit down and take a break from life. Close your
eyes and feel the stress ... disappear.

B Read the article again. Write the tip number next to what each person does to
manage stress.

Jill: I watch my favorite TV show, and I laugh and laugh.
I go jogging. It makes me feel better.
I just sit quietly. That's all I do!
I clean my house and put everything away.
I stop and breathe deeply.
Eduardo: I call a good friend and talk for a while.
Rachid:
Paul:
Valerie:
Ming:

C Pair work Which tips in Part A do you think work? Tell your partner.
52
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2

Listening It works for m !
A llll l)) Listen to four people talk about h w they manage stress. What do they do?
Number the pictures from 1 to 4. There a two extra items.

D

D

D

D

D

B 1111>)) Listen again. What else do the pe pie do to manage stress? Write the activities.
1. - - - - - - - - - - 2. - - - - - - -- - - -

J

3. _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _
4. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Writing Managing stress
A Think about how you manage stress. nswer the questions.
• How much stress do you feel?
• What makes you stressed?
• How well do you manage stress?
• What do you do?

B Write a paragraph about how you maJage stress.
Use the model and your answers in Part
help you .

to

C Pair work Share you r writing. Do t e same
things stress you out?

How I Manage Stress
I don 't often feel stressed, but
Mondays are sometimes difficult .
f'm a full-time student, but I have a
part-time job on Mondays . Here are
a few ways I manage stress on
Mondays . I eat a good breakfast and
lift weights . Then I go to school early
and talk with friends . It really helps.

Speaking Living with str ss
Pair work Imagine you are one of the e people. Ask your partner for tips to help
you manage your stress.
• A mother with two young children and no time

• A soccer player before a big game

• A young man before his wedding

• A student before a big test

A: I'm very tired, and my children never stop. What can I do?
B: Talk to your friends and find out wha they do.

I can discuss ways to manage stre$s.
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Wrap-up
1

Quick pair review
Lesson A Test your partner! Say the name of a sport. Can your partner say
what parts of the body you use for the sport? Take turns. You have one minute.
A: Soccer.
B: Le3s, feet, head ...

Lesson B Brainstorm! Make a list of ways to say how you feel and ways to
wish someone wel l. You have two minutes.
Lesson C Do you remember? Complete the questions with much, well,
healthy, many, and lon3 . You have one minute.
1. How

2. How
3 . How
4 . How
5. How

apples do you eat a week?
stress do you have at work?
do you work on Saturdays?
is your lifestyle?
do you manage stress?

Lesson D Guess! Act out a way to manage stress. Can your partner guess what
it is? Take turns. You have one minute.
A: Are you exercisin3?
B: Yes, I am.

In the real world
What other ways can you manage stress? Go online and find three ideas in English.
Then write about them ,

Three Ways to Manage Stress
Turn off your computer and
your phone for an hour. Then
turn on some relaxing music.
Open a good book. .. .
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D

2.0

3.o

4.o

i.

5.o
I

A

Match the popular TV shows with the years they started. Check your answers on page 64.
a. 1958

B

b. 1960

c. 1976

d. 1981

e. 1994

f. 2002

Can you name a show for each decade rom your country? Do you watch the shows now?
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I love watching game shows.
Vocabulary Types of TV shows
A .. l))

Match the TV shows and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.

a. a cartoon
b. a documentary
c. a drama

d. a game show
e. the news
f. a real ity show

4.

Si

.--~ ' Idrl.
.

a~

"'

I I
7.

•

I J I CO

~-~

g. a sitcom
h. a soap opera
i. a talk show

5.

6.

8.

9.

I

4',

B Pair work What was the last show you watched on TV? What type of show
was it? Tell your partner.
"I watched a cartoon with my son. It was . .. "

Language in context TV preferences
A .. )))

Listen to four people talk about their TV preferences. Who doesn't watch TV
very much?
I watch a lot of TV. I really enjoy baseball.
And I hope to get a big new TV soon.
- Jessica

I don't like reality shows at alt. I love to
watch documentaries and game shows.
- Gustavo

I love soap operas. My favorite is Our Life.
I like seeing my favorite actors.
- Lucas

I hardly ever watch TV. I prefer to listen to
the radio. I hate to miss the news.
- Min -hwa

B Which person in Part A are you similar to?
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3 Grammar ~)))
Verb+ infinitive
I hope to get a big TV.
I want to see every baseball game.
Verb + gerund
I enjoy watching football games.

Verb + infinitive or gerund
I like to see/ seeing my favorite actors.
I love to watch/ watching game shows.
I prefer to listen/ listening to the radio.
I hate to miss/ missing the news.

I dislike watching TV.

A Circle the correct verb forms. If both for s are correct, circle both.
Then practice with a partner.
1. A: What types of TV shows do you like o watch / watching late at night?

B: Actually, I dislike to watch / watchinf TV at night. I prefer to be / being online.
2. A: What do you want to watch / watchirg on TV tonight? A reality show?
B: I hate to watch / watching those shows. I enjoy to watch / watching dramas.
· ht.,
· a movie
. I tonig
3 . A: Do you want to see I seemg
B: No, not tonight. My favorite TV sho is on, and I hate to miss / missing it.

B Complete the questions with a correct
a partner.

rm of the verb. Then compare with

1. Do you enjoy _ _ __ _ (watch) c rtoons on TV?
2. What do you want
(wa ch) on TV this weekend?
3 . Do you like _ _ _ _ _ (guess) th answers on game shows?
4. What types of TV shows do you dislike______ (watch)?

C

Pair work Ask and answer the ques,rions in Part B. Answer with your
own information .

Speaking TV talk
A

Add one more thing to the chart.

Find someone who ...

Name

1. enjoys watching documentaries
2 . wants to buy a new TV
3 . hopes to meet a famous actress or act r
4. hates missing soap operas

5.

B Class activity Find classmates for f.ach sentence. Write their names.
A: Do you enjoy watchin8 documemanies?
B: Yes, I do.

Keep talking!
Go to page 137 for more practice.

I can talk about types of TV shows I like.
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I don't really agree.
Interactions
A

Look at the picture. What are the people doing? Do you think they like the TV show?

B 11111 >)) Listen to the conversation . Why doesn't Vasco like talk shows?
Then practice the conversation .

Fred: Let's see what's on TV.... Oh, no!
I don't like this talk show at all. I
think it's terrible.
Vasco: I agree. Actually, I hate all talk
shows. I think they're really boring.

Fred: Really? I disagree. I think some of
them are pretty interesting.
Vasco: I don't think any talk shows are
interesting.
Fred: Well, would you like to watch
something else?

C 11111 >)) Listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.
Agreeing with an opinion

Disagreeing with an opinion

I agree.
I agree with you.
I think so, too.

I disagree.
I don't really agree.
I'm afraid I disagree.

D Complete each response with one of the expressions from Part C. Then practice with
a partner.
1. A: Most TV sitcoms are funny.

2. A: Reality shows are great.
3. A: Game shows are exciting.
4 . A: It's good to watch the news.
5. A: Cartoons are just for children.
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B:
B:
B:
B:
B:
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I never laugh at them.
I watch them all the time.
I think they're boring.
I watch it every night.
They're for adults, too.

unit

2

Listening What else is on.
A

11111 >))

B

~ >J) Listen again. Look at Amy's opinion of each show. Write Dan's opinion.

Listen to Dan and Amy discuss what is on TV. Number the TV shows
from 1 to 5. (There is one extra picture.)

Amy's opinions:

Dan's opinions:

1. boring
2. great

1.

3. interesting
4. exciting
5. fantastic

3

2.
3.
4.
5.

Speaking My opinion

,.

A

Check (.I) the statements you agree wilh . Then make the statements you disagree
with true for you.

exciting

0

Documentaries are ~ -

0

Talk shows are very interesting.

0

All sports programs are exciting.

0

Most sitcoms are very funny.

0

It's important to watch the TV news.

0

Reality shows are boring.

B Group work Share your ideas.
A:
B:
C:
A:

In my opinion, documentaries are , citing.
I don' t really agree. I think they're re tty boring.
What about talk shows? I think the 're very interesting.
t agree with you.

f

[ / can agree and disagree with an opinion~.
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I'm recording a documentary.
1

Vocabulary Television
A 11111 >)) Match the words and the definitions. Then listen and check your answers.
1. I of ten record my favorite show. _c_
2. I usually fast-forward through the boring
parts of shows. __
3. I always skip the sad parts of movies. __
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I watch reruns of old sitcoms.
I never lose the remote control.
Most commercials are funny. __
You can learn a lot from public TV. __
I think satellite TV is great. __

a. to play a show at high speed
b. to not watch something
c. to store a show to watch it later
d. advertisements for products
e. a nonprofit TV network
f. a service that sends TV shows to
homes through a dish
g. repeat showings of a TV show
h. a device used to control a TV from
a distance

B Pair work Which sentences in Part A describe your opinions or habits?
Tell your partner.
A: / of ten record my Iavarice show.
B: Realty? I never record my favorite show.

2

Conversation I'm going away this weekend.
A 11111 >)) Listen and practice.
Nora: Hi, Zack. How are you?
Zack: Oh, hi, Nora. I'm fine. Actually, I'm going away this
weekend, so I want to record some TV shows.
Nora: Really? Which shows?
Zack: On Friday night, I'm recording the soccer game.
The Hawks are playing the Lions.
Nora: Oh, I'm watching that at Lisa's. She's having a
soccer party. She has satellite TV now.
Zack: Well, I'm watching it on Sunday night. That way I
can fast-forward and skip the commercials.
Nora: Good idea. I hate watching commercials. So what
else are you recording?
Zack: On Saturday, I'm recording a documentary on
Channel 11 called TV Is Dead.

B 11111 >)) listen to the rest of the conversation.
What is Nora watching on TV this weekend?
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3

Grammar .->))
Is Zack watching the game on Sunday?

I'm recording the soccer game.
I'm not recording the sitcom.
She's having a soccer party this week.
She's not visiting her family.
They're playing the Lions this weekend.
They're not playing the Sharks.

Yes, he is.
No, he's not./ No, he isn't.
Are they watching the game on Sunday?
No, they're not. I No, they aren't.
Yes, they are.
What else are you recording on Friday?
I'm also recording a movie.

A Complete these conversations with th . present continuous form of the verbs.
Then practice with a partner.
1. A: What _ _ _ _ _ you - - - - + - - (do) this weekend? _ _ _ __
you _ _ _ _ _ (go) anywhere?
B: No, I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (st y) home all weekend. Some friends
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (come) ver to watch a basketball game. The Tigers
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (play).
2. A: I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (get) satellite TV on Wednesday - finally! What
_ _ _ _ _ you
B: I'd love to, but I can't. Joe and I
weekend. We

I
I
I

(do) on Friday? Do you want to come over?
(visit) his parents this
(leave) on Friday after work.

B What are you doing this weekend? Us . these verbs to write about your
weekend plans. Then tell your partner.
1. (meet)

2. (watch)

4

----------+--

3. (play)
4. (go out) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

Pronunciation Sentenc stress
_. >)) Listen and repeat. Notice how the important words in a sentence are stressed.
I'm going to Colombia on Monday.

5

She 's staying home this weekend .

Speaking What are you ecording?
A

Imagine you're going away next week and you can't watch TV. Decide where you're
going and make a list of five shows you re recording.

B Class activity Compare lists. Is a yone recording the same shows? Find
classmates with a similar list.
A: I'm visitin3 my mother next Tuesd y, so I'm recordin3 ...
B: Me, too. I love ... , and I'm recor 1 in3 ...

6

Keep talking!
Go to page 138 for more practice.

~--

~
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an describe fut_::_re plans.
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Popular TV
1

Reading '4 >))
A Read the article. Match the headings and the descriptions of the reality shows.
a. Improvement shows

b. Game-style shows

c. Documentary-style shows

D In this type of reality show, contestants try to win a prize. The prize is often

money or, in some cases, a job. Each week, one person leaves the show until
there is only one - the winner. Sometimes the contestants vote on who stays or
goes, sometimes the TV viewers at home vote, and other times the show's jud1es
choose. One example is Top Chef. In this show, contestants cook dishes for the
host and the three judges. The winner usually receives money, a trip, and an
article in a food magazine.

____________________,

D Thi s type of real ity show looks like a soap opera , but it is about one or more
real people and their daily li ves . Some of these shows are about people on the
job, such as pol ice officers, firefighters, or hospital workers . Oth ers are about
regula r people in unusua l situations , and some even follow famous people . One
example of th is type was The Osbournes. This show was about the daily life of
Britis h singer Ozzy Osbourne and his family. In these types of shows , there is no
prize money and no winner.

D These shows are about a person or people who need a change. Other people

help this person in one area. such as home, style, health, or relationships. An
example of this is What Not to Wear. On this show, two hosts give fashion advice
to someone who needs a new "look." The hosts go to the person's closet and
throw away clothes that they don't like. The person then receives money and a
trip to New York City to shop for new clothes.

B Read the article again. Look at the questions. Check (,/) the correct answers.
Which show •.• ?

What Not to Wear

Top Chef

gi ves money
gi ves a tr ip
has ce lebriti es
is about fa shion
is like a soap ope ra

C Find the words in bold in the article. What do they mean ? Match the definitions and
the correct word.
A person / People who . . .

a. presents a TV show _ _ _ __
b. participate in a competition ______

c. watch a television program _ __ __
d. decide who wins or loses _ _ _ __

D Pair work Imagine you can be on one type of reality show. Which would you
choose ? Why? Tell your partner.
62
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2

Listening Favorite shows ack home
A !ill ))) Listen to three students talk about heir favorite TV shows in their countries.
What type of show does each like? Write it in the chart.
Fnoritl
Valerie

the models

the end of each show

Young-ho

the costumes

the actors

Claudia

the teenagers

the stories

B !ill)))

Listen again . What is their favorite hing about the show? Circle the
correct answers.

J

Writing My favorite TV sh w
A

Think of you r favorite TV show. Answer the questions.

• What type of show is it?
• What happens on the show?
• Why do you enjoy watching it?
• Is there anything you don't like about t?

B

Write a paragraph about your favorite V show. Use the
model and your answers in Part A to help you.

C Group work

My Favorite TV Show
I like to watch the reality show
"Project Runway." The contestants
are fashion students. The winner
receives money and an article in a
fashion magazine. I enjoy watching
the show because the clothes are
fantastic , but sometimes I
disagree with the judges.

Share your writing. Do you agree with each other's opinions?

Speaking Reality shows
A Group work Read about these real ty shows. Which ones sound
interesting? Why?

The Amazing Race

How Clean Is Your House?

the U.S.

the Phi ippines

the U.K.

Pa irs race one another around
the world. The winners receive a
million dollars.

Teens ,ompete in a talent
show. I 's famous for the saying
"Drea l Bel ieve . Survive ."

Two cleaners visit homes and
clean them up. They share their
top cleaning tips.

B

Do you ever watch similar shows in yt r country? Why or why not?

"I watch a show similar to Starstruck. I dJon't really like it, but I always watch it! "

I can give my opinions about popular TV shows.
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of types of TV shows. How many do you
remember? You have one minute.

Lesson B Do you remember? Write A for expressions that show you agree
with an opinion. Write D for expressions that show you disagree. You have one minute.
1. I disagree. __

4. I don't really agree. __

2. I think so, too. __
3. I agree. __

5. I'm afraid I disagree. __
6. I agree with you. __

Lesson C Find out! What are three things both you and your partner are doing
next week? Take turns. You and your partner have two minutes.
A: I'm watchin3 a baseball 3ame next week. Are you?
B: Yes, I am.

Lesson D Guess! Describe your favorite TV show, but don't say its name. Can
your partner guess the name and the type of show it is? Take turns. You and your
partner have two minutes.
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:

2

In this TV show, celebrities dance with professional dancers.
/s it a reality show?
Yes, it is.
/s it Dancing with the Stars?
Yes, it is.

In the real world
What new shows are on TV this year? Look at a TV schedule or go on line and find
information about a new TV show in English. Then write about it.
• What's the name of the TV show?
• What type of TV show is it?
• What's it about ?
• When is it on?
A New TV Show
"Three Rivers " is a drama . It's about
a hospital. . . .

1861 ·g
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It's lighter and thinner.
1

Vocabulary Opposites
A _. >))

I big

Label the pictures with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers.
expensive

heavy

loud

slow

thick

small

I

quiet

cell phone
thin

light

fast

cheap

B Pair work Use the words in Part A to describe things you own. Tell your partner.
"My cell phone is thin and li8ht."

2

Language in context Which is better?
A _.>))

Read the message board. Then label the pictures.

Star X07 or MyPhone?
michael12 Posted :
May 5 11 :45 p.m.
Help! I need a phone and can't decide between the Star XO? and
the MyPhone. Which is better?
johnnyjay Posted :
May 6 8:07 a.m.
Get the Star XO?. It's lighter and thinner than the MyPhone.
cybergal Posted:
May 6 9:52 p.m.
The MyPhone is better. It's less expensive, and the Internet
connection is faster. It has a larger choice of colors, too. The Star
XO? comes only in black.

B Which of the two phones do you like?
66
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J Grammar ..

Com arative adjectives_ __ _

>))

The Star X07 is lighter than the MyPhone.

Adjective

Comparative

The MyPhone is heavier than the Star X07.

light

lighter

nice

nicer

thin

thinner

heavy

heavier

difficult

more/ less difficult

good

better

bad

worse

Which cell phone is more expensive?
The Star X07 is more expensive than t e MyPhone.
The_MyPhone is less expensive than the Star X07.
Is the MyPhone better than the Star X07?
No, I don't think it's better. It's worse.

Complete the sentences with the correct comparative form. Add than if necessary. Then
compare with a partner.
1. Is your new printer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (fast) your old one?
2. Are desktop computers always
(heavy) laptops?
3. This new camera is really cheap! It's
(expensive) than
my old one.
4. I like this TV, but I think I want a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (big) one.
5. This phone has an MP3 player, so it's
(expensive)
other phones.
6. My new camera isn't _________ (good) my old one. In fact,
it's _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (bad)!

4

Speaking Let's compare!
A

Pair work Compare these products How many sentences can you make?

,. ,~

! Car A I

(.

•
Ht.

-,. ~

..;

...

t...,.·

•••

"' .

I

'

A: Car A is older than Car B.
B: And it's slower. Do you think Car

ICamera BI

is quieter?

B Pair work Which product in each p ir do you prefer? Why?

Keep talking!
Go to page 139 for more practice.

cen describe and compare products.
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Would you take $10?
Interactions
A

Bargaining

·

Do you ever bargain for lower prices? Where? For what? Do you enjoy bargaining?

B _.>)) Listen to the conversation . Does Eve buy the lamp?
Then practice the conversation.

Eve: Excuse me. How much is this lamp?
Rob: Oh, it's only $20.
Eve: Wow, that's expensive! How about
$10?

Rob: No, I'm sorry. $20 is a good price.
Eve: Well, thanks anyway.
Rob: Wait! You can a e t or $1 5.
Eve: $15? OK, I'll take it.

C _. >))

Listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.
Bargaining for a lower price

How about ... ?
Will you take ... ?
Would you take .. . ?

You can ave it / them for .. .
I'll let you have it / t e or . . .
I'll give it / hem to you for .. .

D Number the sentences from 1 to 7. Then practice with a partner.
_ _ A: I'll take them! Thank you very much.
_ _ A: $30? That's pretty expensive. Would you take $20?
_ _ A: OK. Well, thank you anyway.
_ _ A: Excuse me. How much are these earrings?
__ B: Just a moment. I'll give them to you for $25.
_ _ B: No, I'm sorry. $30 is the price.
_ _ B: They're only $30.
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2

Pronunciation Linked so nds
A 11111 >)) listen and repeat. Notice how finaj l consonant sounds are often linked to the
vowel sounds that follow them.
How much is this lamp?
V

It's onl

$20.

V

B 11111>)) Listen and mark the linked sound r Then practice with a partner.
1. How much are the earrings?

3

2. Just a moment.

3. Thanks anyway.

Listening How much is itt
A 11111>» Listen to four people shopping at a yard sale. Number the pictures from 1 to 4.
(There is one extra picture.)

T

'4>)) listen again. ?te the price the

bl,

D

s _____

and seller agree :n-.- - - -

Speaking What a bargai
A Write prices on the tags.

B Pair work Role-play the situations. Then change roles.
Student A: Sell the things. You want to ~ell them for a good price.
Student 8: Buy the things. Bargain for lower prices.
A: Excuse me. How much is the com , uter?
B: It's only $250.
A: That's very expensive! Would you ake . .. ?
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I can bargain.
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This hat is too small.
1

Vocabulary Adjectives to describe clothing
A '4>))

Complete the phrases with the correct words. Then listen and check
your answers.
baggy
bright

1.

comfortable
plain

a _ _ _ __
shirt

5. a _ _ _ __
tie

pretty
tight

ugly
uncomfortable

2. - - - - jeans

3. - - - - -

6. a _ _ _ __
dress

7. - - - - pants

shoes

B Pair work Describe your clothing today. Tell your partner.
"I think my shirt is plain, but comfortable. My jeans are a little ba33y."

2

Conversation Try it on!
A '4>))
Allie:
Paul:
Allie:
Paul:
Allie:
Paul:
Allie:
Paul:
Allie:
Paul:
Allie:

Listen and practice.

Let's look at the jackets.
OK, but I have class at 3:00. Do we have enough time?
Sure. It's only 1:30. Hey! Look at this black one.
It's cool. Try it on.
OK. What do you think? Does it fit?
No, it's too small. Try this red one.
OK. How does it look? Is it big enough l
I think so. Yeah, it looks good on you.
How much is it? Can you see the tag?
Let's see ... it's $120.
Oh, no! I only have $60. I don't have
enough money. I can't afford it!

B '4>)) Listen to the rest of the conversation. What else does Allie try on?
70
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4 . a _ _ _ __
blouse

8. an _ _ _ __
hat

unit

J

Grammar 1111 >))

Enough before nouns

Eno~g r after adjectives

Too before adjectives

I have enough time.

The ja9ket is big enough.

The jacket is too small.

I don't have enough money.

The pahts aren't long enough.

The pants aren't too long.

A Complete the sentences with the co,,.! t words. Use too and enoush. Then
compare with a partner.
big l"'long

money

uncomfortalble

1. How do these pants look? Do you thin they're long enough
?
2. These shoes look nice, but they're _ ___ _ __ _ _ . I can't walk at all.
3. Oh, no! I don't have - - - - -----+--- . This belt is $30, and I only have $20.
4. The shirt I ordered online is
. It fits very well.

B Rewrite the sentences. Use enou3h an too. Then compare with a partner.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Those boots are too small. (enough)
That belt is $10. I have $10. (enough)
The jacket is expensive. I can't afford 1t. (too)
That belt is $12. I have $10. (enough)
I wear a large size. This T-shirt isn't bi · enough. (too)
These pants aren't long enough. (too)

The6e boot6 aren't big enough.

Speaking Things I never
A Think about your closet at home. Com lete the chart with pieces of clothing. Write
reasons why you don't wear them.

Tie6 - too ugly

B Group work Share your ideas. Wh t do you have in common?

5

Keep talkingl
Student A go to page 140 and Student B go t
page 144 for more practice.

I can describe how clothing looks and fits.
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A shopper's paradise
, Reading .. >))
A Read the webpage. Which paragraph includes information about these topics?
Number the topics from 1 to 4.

D transportation

D number of visitors

D prices and money

D hours

D With more than 15,000 shops and 200,000 visitors every Saturday and Sunday, Bongkok's
Chatuchok Weekend Market is o popular place with visitors to Thailand . You can find plants,
->
flowers, music, jewelry, clothes, food, and even animals!

f::1

Th'e market is o great place to find bargains, and prices ore generally low. Most people
bargain, but some don't, so don't worry if you don't want to bargain. Just go with a friendly
smile and have enough cash in your pocket. There are ATMs for cash, but they are difficult to
find, and many vendors don't toke credit cards . The market is huge, and many people walk in .
circles, even with a mop . Don't try to see it all in one day!

BJ

The market is open from 8 :00 to 6 :00 Saturday and Sunday. It's good to get there early,
before it gets too busy. Wear light, comfortable clothing and bring o bottle of water. And for
lunch, try some of Thailand's famous snacks, such as fried scorpions!

" The market is very easy to get to. It's only o five-minute walk from Mo Chit station on
Bangkok's Skytroin . Many people come by train but leave by taxi. It's easier to get your
purchases bock to your hotel that way!

B Read the webpage again. Find the words in bold, and check (./) the
correct meaning.
1. generally

O
0

2. vendors

usually
rarely

O buyers
0

3. huge

0
0

4. purchases

O things you buy
0

sellers

easy to find
very large
things you sell

C Check (./) the tips you think the writer would agree with.

D Pay the first price the vendor offers.

O

0

0

Arrive in the morning.

Bring a credit card, not cash.
Take the bus home after shopping.

D Pair work What would you like about Bangkok's Weekend Market? What wouldn't
you like? Tell your partner.
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Listening Portobello Road Market
A •O) Listen to two friends talk about Po tobello Road Market.
Answer the questions.
1. What city is the market in? - - - - - + - - - - - - 2. How many days is the outdoor market pen? _ _ _ __

3. When's a good time to visit?

----+I_______

4 . What's a good way to get there? - -+---- - - - -

8 '4>)) Listen again. What can you buy atl he market on Saturday?
Circle the words you hear.
animals

cell phones

clothes

ruit

jewelry

meat

vegetables

Writing An interesting mJ ket
A Think about a market you know. Answt the questions.
• What is the name of the market?
• Where is it?

·1

When is it open?
• When's a good time to visit?

• What can you buy there?

B Write a description of an interesting m rket. Use the model and your answers in
Part A to help you.

r

The Farmers ' Market is near my hame. It 's open
every Saturday from 9:00 to 4 :00. OU can buy the
best fruit and vegetables there. A gf od time to
visit is late in the afternoon. It 's not too busy then.
You don 't bargain at this market, bu f. sometimes
vendors lower their prices at the

C Pair --.r.....

enrof the day.

Share your writing. How are the markets similar? How are they different?

Speaking A good place

tJ

shop

A Think about things you buy. Add two rhore things to the list.
Then complete the rest of the chart.

Thinp I buy

Reason

Place

fru it and vegetables
shoes
old furniture
children 's clothes

B

Share your ideas. As and answer questions for more information.

"I always go to the market to buy fruit nd vegetables.
They are always fresh, and the people a e friendly."

I can discuss good places to shop.
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Wrap-up
1

Quick pair review
Lesson A Test your partner! Say an adjective. Can your partner say its
opposite? Take turns. You have one minute.
A: Small.
B: Bi3.

Lesson B Do you remember? Complete the conversation with the correct
word. You have two minutes.
A: How much is this TV?

B: $50.
A: Will you _ _ _ __

$30?

B: You can _ _ _ _ _ it for $45.
2

A: How _ _ _ _ _ $35?
3

B: I'll _ _ _ _ _

it to you for $40.

A: OK.

Lesson C Brainstorm! Make a list of adjectives to describe clothing. Take
turns. You and your partner have two minutes.

Lesson D Find out! What are two things both you and your partner buy at a
market? Take turns. You and your partner have two minutes.
A: / buy music at a market. Do you?
B: No, I don't. I buy music online.

In the real world
What outdoor markets are famous? Go online and find information in English about an
outdoor market. Then write about it.
• What's the name of the market?
• Where is it?

• When is it open?
• What do they sell at the market?

The Otavalo Market
The Otavalo Market is in Ecuador.
It 's open every day, but Saturdays
are very l1usy. ...
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You shouldn't miss it!
Vocabulary Places to see
A ~>)) Match the words and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.
a. botanical garden
b. castle

c. fountain
d. monument

e. palace
f. pyramid

1.

g. square
h. statue

4.

3.

5.

6.

B Pair work Which of the places in Part A do you have where you live?
Discuss the places.

"There's a nice statue in the center of the square."

2

Language in context Attractions in the city
A

~>)) Read about what to do in these three cities. Which cities are good for shopping?

GUAYAOUIL, ECUADOR

SEOUL SOUTH KOREA

CAIRO. EGYPT

Enjoy shopping, cafes,
fountains, and statues on El
Malec6n , a popular walking
area. It's a fantastic place to
take a long, slow walk or ride
on a tour boat.

You shouldn't miss the small
neighborhood of Insadong. It's
a great place to shop for books,
pottery, and paintings. Later,
you can walk to a nearby palace
or relax at an old teahouse.

Love history? Then you should
visit the Egyptian Museum.
You can't see it all in one
day, so be sure to see King
Tut's treasure and the famous
"mummy room ."

B What about you? Which city in Part A would you like to visit? Why?
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J Grammar ..

>))
- -

Should;
can
--

Should for recommendations

--

-

Can for possibility
What can I do there?

Where should I go?
You should visit the Egyptian Museum.

You can enjoy cafes, shops, and fountains.

They shouldn't miss lnsadong.

You can't see all of the museum in one day.

( = They should see lnsadong.)
Should she go to Cairo?
Yes, she should.
No, she shouldn't

Can they take a taxi?
Yes, they can.

No, they can't.

Complete the conversation with should, sh uldn't, can, or can't. Then practice
with a partner.

Should

A:

l rent a car in Seoul?

B: No, l think you

take thr subway. You _ _ _ _ _ get around

quickly and easily.
A: Oh, good. And what places - - ---+I visit?
B: Well, you _ _ __ _ miss the pal~ce, and you _ _ _ _ _ also go to the
art museum. You _ _ _ _ _ see it all in one day because it's very big, but you
_ __ _ _ buy really nice art boo s and postcards there.
A: OK. Thanks a lot!

4

Listening My city
A .. >))

Listen to three people describe their cities. Number the pictures from 1 to 3.

1. - - - - - - - - 2. - - - -- - -- -

1. - - + - - - - - - - -

1. - - - -- -- -

2. - - + - - - - - - - -

2 . - - -- - -- -

B .. >)) Listen again. Write two things the eople say visitors should do in their cities.

5

Speaking Only one day
A

Pair work Imagine these people ar planning to visit your town or city for only
one day. What places should they visit?

• a family with teenage children
• a businessperson from overseas

• two college students
• young children on a school trip

"I think the family should visit the town quare. They can eat and shop there."

B Group work Compare your answe from Part A. Do you agree?

6

Keep talking!
Go to page 142 for more practice.

I can say what people should do in a city.
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I'd recommend going ...
1

Interactions
A Look at the pictures. What do you think the woman is going to do soon?
B '4>)) Listen to the conversation. Was your guess from Part A correct?
Then practice the conversation.

Lucy: Hi, Alex.
Alex: Oh, hi, Lucy. Are you ready for your
trip to Brazil?
Lucy: Almost, but I don't really know very
much about Rio. What would you
recommend doing there?

Alex: I'd recommend going to a samba
club.
Lucy: A samba club? Really?
Alex: Yeah. You can dance or just listen
to the music. Everyone has a good
time.
Lucy: Great. That sounds fun!

C '4>» Listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.

Asking for a reco111111e11dation
What would you recommend doing there?
What would you suggest doing there?
What do you think I should do there?

0

Giving a recommendation
I'd recommend going ...
I'd suggest going ...
I think you should go ...

D Put the words in order. Then compare with a partner.
1. you / there / recommend / what / seeing / would ________________ ?
2. I'd / the castle/ visiting/ suggest _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
3. the square/ I / should /think/ you / go to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. suggest/ would/ doing/ what/ you/ in Tokyo _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ?
5. bus / recommend / I'd / the/ taking _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Listening One day in TaiJ i
A .. ))) Listen to Carrie and David get inforf ation from the tourist information
desk in Taipei. Check (.I) the recommend tions you hear.

0
0
2. 0
0
3. 0
0
4. 0
0
1.

I'd suggest visiting Taipei 101.
You should visit Taipei 101.
I'd recommend going to the night m rket.
You shouldn't miss the night market.
I'd suggest going to the Fine Arts MJseum.
I'd recommend going to the Fine Artk Museum.
I think you should take the subway.
I'd recommend taking the subway.

B .. >)) Listen again. Circle the recommen ations
in Part A that Carrie and David decide to f I llow.

Speaking Role play
Pair work Role-play the situation .
Then change roles.

Student A: You are a tourist in London . A k for
recommendations for three thi gs to do.
Student B: You work at a tourist information desk.
Give recommendations for thr e things to do.

~

Top london llttractictns

1

Trafalgar Square

Tow r Bridge

Buckingham Palace

Take your picture by the
lion statues.

Wal1 across the bridge.
Fant stic city views!

See one of the Royal Family's
many homes.

A: Hello. Can I help you?
B: Yes. This is my first time in London. hat would you su33est doin3 here?
A: Well, there are a lot of things to do, ut I think you should definitely visit
the British Museum. You can see . ..

I can ask for and give a recommendation.
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The best and the worst
1

Vocabulary Adjectives to describe cities
A _. >))

Match the words and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.

a. beautiful

b. dangerous

c. dirty

d. modern

e. stressful

B _. >)) Write the opposites. Use the words in Part A. Then listen and check
your answers.
clean

relaxing

safe

traditional

dirty

C Pair work Describe where you live using the words in Parts A and B.
"Our city is beautiful and clean, but life here can be stressful."

Conversation Life in Sydney
A _. >))

Listen and practice.

Peter: So, Akemi, how do you like living in Sydney?

Akemi: I miss Japan sometimes, but I love it here. I think it's
the most beautiful and one of the most exciting cities
in the world.
Peter: But do you find it stressful?
Akemi: Not at all. I know Sydney is the biggest city in Australia,
but remember, I'm from Tokyo.
Peter: Oh, yeah . What else do you like about living here?
Akemi: A lot of things . It's very clean and safe. The people
are friendly. Oh, and the food here is fantastic.
Peter: I agree. I think Sydney has the best restaurants
in the country.
Akeml: Hey, do you want to get something to eat?
Peter: Sure. I know a nice cafe. It's cheap but good.

B _. >)) Listen to their conversation in the cafe. How does Akemi
describe the cafe? How does Peter describe the food?
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Grammar 11111 >))

Superlative adjectives

.,.

Adjective
Sydney is the biggest city in Australia.

clean

Sydney is one of the most exciting cities ij the world .
Sydney has the best restaurants in the cou try.

safe
big
ugly
stressful

What 's the cleanest city in your country?
What city has the most traditional restau

good

nts?

Is it the worst restaurant?
Yes, it is.
No, it isn't.

bad

Superlative
the cleanest
the safest
the biggest
the ugliest
the most stressful
the best
the worst

A

Complete the questions with the superlative form of the adjectives. Then compare
with a partner.
1. What's one of-- - - -in your country?

----;- (old) universities

I

2. What's
3 . What's

(big)j city in your country?

4 . What's

(bea~tiful) national park?

(mo~ern) city in your country?

I

5. What city has

6. What city has

B

(good) restaurants?
(bad) weather?

Ask and answer the questions in Part . Discuss your ideas.

Pronunciation Word str ss
A _.>))

Listen and repeat. Notice the stre s in the names of these cities.

•

•

•

Syd ney

• • • ---

•

Madrid

Canberra

•

••

New Delh i

l

B ,.,)) listen and write the cities in the L rect columns in Part A. Then practice
with a partner.
Amsterdam

5

Berlin

Caracas

Lma

Speaking What's the ...

r

Pair work Ask and answer questions f bout your town or city.
expensive/ hotel

exciting/ neigh tiorhood

modern / build ing

beautiful / park

big / departmen store

relaxing / place

A: What 's the most expensive hotel?
B: I'm not sure it 's the most expensive, but the Grand Hotel is very expensive.

Keep talking!
Go to page 143 for more practice.

( / can make comparisons about my city.
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The best place to go
Reading .. >))
A

Read the message board. Who answers Miguel's question about safety?

Austin or San Antonio?
miguel Posted: May t
Hi! I live in Mexico and am planning to visit my uncle in Dallas, Texas, next year. I'd also
like to visit Austin or San Antonio for a few days. I like the outdoors, local music, good food,
friendly people, etc . Are both cities safe? Any other tips appreciated . Thanks! Miguel

;:-r

!Q£M!'. Posted: May fl

-..~:·, 7-

~

--

·-

i;D•

F

I'm a musician and live in Austin . I think the music here is the best in Texas. In fact , Austin's
nickname is "the Live Music Capital of the World." I can send you the names of some cool
music clubs. We have fantastic restaurants here, too.

biker68 Posted: May
Definitely visit San Antonio . The River Walk is one of the most popular things for visitors to
do. There's a lot to do outdoors here, too . And everyone in Texas is very friendly. Check out
my pies: myphotos

susanp Posted: May 171
I disagree with rocker. I think the music is better in San Antonio. I lived in both cities. There
is a lot to do outdoors in San Antonio, but there's just more to do in Austin .

richard

·~

Posted: May 18

.

.
.

~.,.. . ....,.

:-..... ~

-

.
.

·,.,

"-~

.

-

~·

.

~

Both cities are safe, by the way, so don't worry. I live in Houston . It's the largest city in Texas .
You should visit here, too . ...:.. Read my travel blog at richard23 .cup.org .

traveler Posted: May

.
> ,

~

-

•

•

"'-

L

t

--~~
:,I'

San Anton io has the best food in Texas. Do you like Tex-Mex food? You should go in
spring or fall (summer is hot!) . I suggest traveling by bus. It's not expensive . Email me
with any questions.

miguel Posted : May 1
Miguel here aga in. Thanks, everyone!

B

Read the message board again . Answer the questions. Check (,/) your answers.

Who ... ?
lives in Houston
gives a link to see pictures
writes about the weather
prefers the music in San Antonio
has a travel blog
is a musi cian

rocker

biker68

susanp

D
D
D
D
D
D

0
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D

richard

C Pair work What do you do when you need advice or a recommendation?
Who do you talk to? Tell your partner.
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Writing A message board
A Choose a topic for a message board. Then write a question

Can you suggest a good
restaurant near our school?

1

asking for a recommendation about your tJ pic. Use the model
to help you .
• food

• music

• outdoor activitie1

1. You rJurnM JD to Mi<iceyt. ltt

• transportation

B Group work Pass your question to he classmate on your
right. Read and answer your classmate's q~estion. Continue to
pass, read, and answer all of the questions in your group.

~

, I n d i c t ~.

2. I ½-lili~~ 1\.-\C\i PC\le\ce lile\S
½-\i\e 'bes½- ~oaJ..
3 . I agree. It's t he most popular
restaurant near here.

C Read the answers to your question. Wh ch recommendation
is the best?

Speaking The best of the city
A Pair work Complete the chart with i formation about the best things about your
city or town. Give reasons.

A: I think the best thing about our cit is the people. They are very friendly
and helpful.
B: / agree.

B Group work Compare your ideas with another pair. Do you agree?

C Class activity Make a list of all th ! things from Parts A and B. Which
is the most popular?

f candiscuss aspects of a city.
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Wrap-up
1

Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of fun places to see in a city. How many do
you know? You have one minute.
Lesson B Do you remember? Check (./) the questions you can ask when
you want a recommendation. You have one minute.

0
0
0
0
0
0

What would you recommend doing there?
Which place is more expensive?
When are you going to China?
What would you suggest doing there?
What are you going to do in Brazil?
What do you think I should do there?

Lesson C Test your partner! Say an adjective to describe a city. Can your
partner say the superlative? Take turns. You have one minute.
A: Modern.
B: The most modern.

Lesson D Guess! Describe a city, but don't say its name. Can your partner
guess what it is? Take turns. You and your partner have two minutes.
A: It's an old city in Europe. It's beautiful. It has a lot of squares and fountains.
B: Is it Florence?
A: Yes, it is.

Z

In the real world
What city would you like to visit? Go to a travel website and find information about the
city in English. Then write about it.
• What country is it in?
• What's it like?
• What is there to do in the city?
• What's it famous for?
Montreal
I would like to go to
Montreal. It's in Canada. It's

modern and safe . ...
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A

Match the people and the things they are famous for. Check your answers on page 94.

B

Which of the people in Part A would you like to meet? Why?
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Where was he born?
Vocabulary Careers
A 11111>)) Match the words and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.
a. astronaut
b. athlete

c. composer
d. designer

e. director
f. explorer

g. politician
h. scientist

.'

'~t~
_ .-,.-·

--

1.

3.

6.

5.

-~

7.

4.

8.

B Pair work Give an example of a famous person for each category.
"Ang Lee is a famous director."

2

Language in context Famous firsts

,,,,

A 11111 >)) Read about these famous firsts. Which famous first happened first?

Emilio Palma was born
at Argentina's
Esperanza Base in
Antarctica in 1978. He
was the first person
born on the continent.

The first person on the
moon in 1969 was
American astronaut
Neil Armstrong. He
was on the moon for
only two and a half
hours.

Junko Tabei was the
first woman to climb
Mt. Everest in 1975.
She was also the first
woman to climb the
highest mountains on
all seven continents.

B Which people from Part A would you like to meet? What question would you
ask them?
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Venus and Serena
Williams are great
athletes. They were the
first sisters to win
Wimbledon in 2000.

3

Grammar ~>))

Was I Were· born; past of be
How long was Neil Armstrong on the moon?

Where was Emilio Palma born?
He was born in Antarctica.

He was there for two and a half hours.

He wasn't born in Argentina.

He wasn't there for very long.
Where were his parents from?

Where were Venus and Serena born?
They were born in the U.S.

They were from Argentina.

They weren't born in Canada.

They weren't from Antarctica.

Were they Wimbledon champions in 2000?
No, they weren't.
Yes, they were.

Was he born in Antarctica?
No, he wasn't.
Yes, he was.

A Complete these sentences with the cor ect past form of be.
Then compare with a partner.
1. Coco Chanel - - - - - an amazi1g French designer.
2. Albert Einstein _ _ _ _ _ born in Germany.
3. Alfred Hitchcock _ _ _ _ _ a grea director.
4. Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo

born in Mexico.

5. Mozart and Beethoven

famous composers.

B Correct the false sentences. Then comAare with a partner.
1. Ronald Reagan was a British politician J American)
He wasn't a British politician. He wke an American politician.

2. Zheng He was an early Chinese scientiJt. (explorer)

I
3. Artist Vincent van Gogh was born in th/ 20th century. (19th century)
4. Gianni Versace and Yves Saint Laurent

I

ere explorers. (designers)

I

5. Venus and Serena Williams were born ·n the late 1970s. (early 1980s)

4

Speaking Famous people
Group work Choose a person from the past. Your group asks
questions and guesses the person's namj . Take turns.
A:
B:
A:
C:

5

He was from Mexico. He was a politic an.
/sit . .. ?
No, sorry. He was born in the 19th c ntury.
/ think I know. Is it Benito Juarez?

Keep talking!
Student A go to page 141 and Student B go to page 145 for more practice.

/'"

I can ask and talk about people from the past.
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I'm not sure, but I think . ..
1

Interactions '.

Certai~fy an_d ·_un~<?~rtainty :

·

A Look at the pictures. Where are the people? What are they doing?
B .. >)) Listen to the conversation . Does Mike know the answers to both questions?
Then practice the conversation.

Mike: Let's go over more questions before
our test tomorrow.
Jenny: OK. What was the original name of
New York City?
Mike: It was New Amsterdam .
Jenny: Are you sure?
Mike: I'm positive.

Jenny: Correct! This one's more difficult.
Who was Plato's teacher?
Mike: I'm not sure, but I think it was
Aristotle.
Jenny: Actually, Aristotle was Plato's
student. Socrates was his teacher.
Mike: Oh, right.

C .. >)) Listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.

Expressing certainty

Expressing uncertainty

I'm positive.
I'm certain.
I'm sure.

I'm not sure, but I think .. .
I'm not certain, but I think .. .
I'm not positive, but I think . . .

D Circle the answer you think is correct. Practice with a partner and use expressions
from Part C. Then check your answers on page 94.
1. Bill Clinton was president of the U.S. / U.K.
2. Mozart was born in the 16th / 17th / 18th century.
3. David Beckham's first soccer team was Manchester United / Real Madrid.
4. Che Guevara was born in Bolivia / Argentina / Cuba.
5. The 2008 Olympics were in Sydney / Athens / Beijing.
A: Bill Clinton was president of the U.S.
B: Are you sure?
A: I'm positive.
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2

Listening Sorry, that's not right.
A Do you know the answers to these questions? Write your guesses
in the first column.

Yourauess
1.

Where were the 2000 Olympics?

2.

Who was the winner of the 2006 Worl

3.

In what century was Pablo Picasso bo jn?

4.

Who was the author of the play Ham/ t?

5.

How long was Bill Clinton president o the U.S.?

D
D
D
D
D

Cup?

B ._>)) Listen to four friends play a board ame. Write the players' guesses in the
second column.

C ._>))

J

Listen again. Check (./) the player ' guesses that are correct.

Speaking Do you know?
A

Pair work Look at the pictures and ,he categories. Add another category. Then
write two questions for each category. Be ure you know the answers!

Athletes

Actors and actresses

B Group work Ask your questions.
in the answers.

u. e expressions of certainty or uncertainty

A: Where was Brad Pitt born?
B: I'm not sure, but I think he was bl rn in ...
A: How old is he?
J

.
.
1can express certainty and uncertainty.
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People I admire
Vocabulary Personality adjectives
A 1111 >)) Match the words in the paragraphs and the definitions. Then listen and check
your answers.

I admire U.S. President
Abraham Lincoln. He was
honest' as a lawyer and often
worked for free. He was brave2
and kept the country together
during war. He was a very
inspiring3 person.
- Jin Ju

Nobel Peace Prize winner
Dr. Wangari Maathai is very
passionate4 about her
environmental work. She's
very intelligent,5 and I really
admire her.
- Celia

__ very good at something
_1_ open, telling the truth
__ not afraid of anything
__ nice to other people

__
__
__
__

making other people want to do something
able to understand things quickly and easily
trying everything possible to do something
showing a strong feeling about something

B Pair work What other personality adjectives can you think of?
Discuss your ideas.

Conversation I really admire him.
A 1111 >)) Listen and practice.
Did you finish your report, Emma?
Yeah, I did. I finished it two days ago.
Good for you! So who did you write about?
Jacques Cousteau. I really admire him.
I don't think I know him. What did he do?
A lot! He was a French scientist and explorer. He loved
nature and studied the sea. He made documentaries
and wrote books about the world's oceans. He won a
lot of prizes for his work.
Paul: Wow! He sounds like an inspiring guy.
Emma: He was. He was really passionate about his work.

Paul:
Emma:
Paul:
Emma:
Paul:
Emma:

B 1111>)) Listen to the rest of the conversation.
When did Jacques Cousteau die?

90

Bono is a talented 6 musician,
but he's also a caring7 person.
I admire him for his fight
against world poverty. He's
very determined~ and he's
helping a lot of poor people.
- Mark
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J Grammar ..

Simple past; ago

>))

Who did you write about?

I wrote about Jacques Cousteau .
I didn't write about his son.

Period of time + ago
I finished the report two days ago.
I researched it a week ago.

I saw a documentary four years ago.

What did he do?
He made documentaries.

He died a long time ago.

Did yo_u finish your reportr
Yes, I did.

No, I didn't.

A

Complete the conversation with the sillilple past form of the verbs.
Then practice with a partner.
A: Why _ _ _ _ _ you---+--+-- (decide) to write about
Mia Hamm for your report?
B: Well, I _ _ _ _ _ (want) to wril e about an athlete. And I think
she's very inspiring. In 1997, she -,-_ _ _ _ (start) the Mia
Hamm Foundation. It helps women n sports. Then in 2000, she
_ _ _ _ _ (write) the book Go for the Goal.

A: Does she play soccer now?
B: No, she _ _ _ _ _ (play) her I st game in 2004, and then in
2007 she _ _ _ _ _ (have) 1J in girls!

B Pair work Ask and answer questions about when Mia Hamm did
these things. Use a30 in the answers.
have twins

4

play her last game

start a foundation

write a book

Pronunciation Simple p st -ed endings
_. >)) Listen and repeat. Notice the differem ways the simple past endings
are pronounced.

lid

/ti
finished

5

created

Speaking What did they
Group work Use the adjectives to des ribe people you know. What did the people do?
brave

caring

honest

talented

"My sister Me3umi is very brave. She traveled alone in Canada and . . ."

6

Keep talking!
Go to page 146 for more practice.

l ,~;n

describe people I admire.
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Making a difference
Reading .-)»
A

Read the biography. How did Dr. Muhammad Yunus make a difference?

a. He won the Nobel Peace Prize.

b. He helped the poor.

c. He studied econom ics.

A DIFFERENT KIND OF BANKER
Dr. Muhammad Yunus, a banker and economist, was born

in Bangladesh in 1940. He studied economics at Dhaka
University in Bangladesh . He taught for a few years and
then went to the United States to continue his studies.
He returned home to Bangladesh in 1972 and started
teaching again.
One day in 1976, Yunus visit ed a poor
village in his home country. There he
met some women who wanted to make
furniture, but they didn't have enough
money. He decided to help them and gave
them $27 of his own money. They made
and sold the furniture, made a profit, and
then returned the money to Dr. Yunus. At
that point, he saw how very little money
could help a lot. He decided to help
poor people. A bank loaned him
the money.

In 1983, Yunus started the Grameen Bank.
This bank loans money to poor peop le.
Dr. Yunus and Grameen Bank received the
2006 Nobel Peace Prize for their work with
t he poor.
In 2009, the bank had 7.95 mill ion
customers, and 97% of these customers
were women. The success of the bank
inspi red ot her people in many different
countries to start sim ilar banks . Yunus once
said, "Conventional banks look for the
rich; we look for the absolutely poor."

B Number these events from Dr. Yunus's life from 1 to 8.
__ He studied at Dhaka University.

__ He returned to Bangladesh .
He was born in 1940.
He started the Grameen Bank.
He studied in the United States.

__ He gave money to some women in 1976.
He won the Nobel Peace Prize.
__ He inspired other people.

C

Read the biography again. Find the words in bold, and check (./) the
correct meaning.
1. A village is:

0

a very small town
2. If you made a profit, you :

0

a big place where a lot of people live

D made money
lost money
3. If someone loaned you money, you :
0 gave back the money
O kept the money
4. A conventional bank is:
0 unusual
0 usual
0

D Pair work How would you describe Dr. Yunus? Tell your partner.
92
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Writing A biography
A Pair work Discuss famous people who made a big difference in people's lives.
Answer the questions.
• What did they do?
• How did they make a difference?

• What are their names?
• What do you know about their lives?

B Write a short biography about a famous person who made a difference. Use the
model and your answers in Part A to help you.

Jose Antonio Abreu
Jose Antonio Abreu is a Venezuelan
economist. He is also a talented musician. In
1975, he started a music school for poor
children. He wanted to help these children and
was determined to change their lives with
music. Today, children all over Venezuela are
playing in orchestras.

C

J

Group work Share your writing. Who do you think made the biggest difference?

Listening Life lessons
A _. >)) Listen to three people describe the people who made a difference in
their lives. Check (./) the qualities they use to describe those people.

1.

2.

3.

0
0
0
0
0
0

caring
talented
brave
honest
determined
caring

0
0
0
0
0
0

intelligent
creative

a. how to sing
b. to be a musician

generous
determined

a. never to quit
b. how to play soccer

honest
inspiring

a. how to teach English
b. the qualities of a good teacher

B '4 >)) Listen again. What did the people teach them? Circle the correct answers.

4

Speaking In my life
Group work Tell your group about a person who made a difference in your life. Use
the questions below and your own ideas.
• How do you know this person?
• What did he or she teach you?

• What did he or she do?
• How would you describe him or her?

A: My aunt made a bi3 difference in my life.
B: Oh, yeah? Why?
A: She tau3ht me to think of other people.

[

I candescribe people who made a difference.
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Wrap-up
Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of ca reers . How many do you know?
You have two minutes.
Lesson B Guess! Say the name of a famous person . Does your partner know
where he or she was born? Take turns. You have two minutes.
A: Albert Einstein.
B: He was born in Germany.
A: Are you sure?
B: I'm positive.

B: Michelle Obama.
A: I'm not certain, but I think she was born
in Chica30.

Lesson C Test your partner! Say six verbs. Can your partner write the simple
past forms of the verbs correctly? Check his or her answers. Take turns. You and your
partner have two minutes.
1. - - - - - 2.

3.

5. - - - - - -

4.

6. - -- - - -

Lesson D Find out! Who are two people both you and your partner think made
a difference in the world? What qualities do they have? Take turns. You and your
partner have two minutes.
A: / think Nelson Mandela made a difference.
B: Me, too . He 's determined and inspirin3.
A: Yes, he is .

2

In the real world
Who do you admire? Go online and find five things he or she did that you think are
interesting. Then write about this person .
Roger Federer
I admire Roger Federer. He's a great
tennis player. He also help5 a lot of poor
people ....
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A

What kinds of food do you think each place serves?

B Check (./) the top three places you would like

to try. Why ?
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The ice cream is fantastic!
1

Vocabulary Menu items
A ._>)) Label the menu with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers.
Appetizers

Desserts

Main dishes

Side dishes

·_, ',. 7 ~
:~

J

Onion rings

Crab cakes

Rice

Mixed ve etables

B Pair work Give an example of another menu item for each category.
"Another example of a main dish is spa3hetti and meatballs. Another side dish ... "

2

Language in context Any recommendations?
A .->)) Listen to Jeff chat with his friends online. Who recommends the ice cream?
jeff:
I'm thinking of eat ing out ton ight . Any recommendat1ons 1
junko: I'd recommend going to Cleo's Diner. They have great food and good service .
tony12: Yeah , Cleo's is amazing . Get an appetizer there . They're excellent.
jeff:

GR8 1 How are the main d1shes 7

tonyl 2: I had a steak with some French fries . The steak was great, but the fries weren 't.
junko: You should try a dessert there, too . The ice cream is fantastic!
jeff:

I love ,ce crea m! 1 THX. @ Does anyone want to JO tn me7

B What about you? What do you do when you need a recommendation for
a restaurant?
96
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Articles
-

- - -------

--

-

-

~

Use the to talk about specific count and
noncount nouns.

Use a I an to talk about nonspecific singular
count nouns.
Try a dessert.

I had the crab cakes.

Get an appetizer.

The ice cream is fantastic.
Use the to name count and noncount nouns a
second time.

Use some before plural count and noncount
nouns.
Let 's order some French fries.

I had a steak and some French fries.

Let 's order some garlic bread .

The steak was great, but the fries weren 't.

Circle the correct words. Then compare with a pa tner.
A: I'm glad we came here. It's a great place.

B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:

So, do you want to share an / some appetil1'. er?
Sure. How about an / the onion rings?
Perfect!
And do you want to get a / some crab cakes?
I don't think so. I'm not that hungry.
I'm going to get a / the lamb chops with a/ some rice.
I think I want a/ the steak. I heard it's delicious.
A / The desserts are good. I love an / the ice cream .
Yeah, we should order a / an dessert later.
A: Let's find the / some waiter. Where is he?

Pronunciation The before vowel and consonant sounds
A ._l)) Listen and repeat. Notice how the is pronoun ced before vowel and
consonant sounds.

/i/
the appetizer

/al

the ice cream

the orange

the lam b

the fr uit

the pie

B Pair work Practice the conversation in Exercise 3.

Speaking What to order?
A Pair work Do you usually order an appetizer, a main dish, a side dish,
and a dessert in restaurants? Discuss your ideas.
A: / usually order a main dish and a side dish. I don 't really like desserts.
B: / sometimes order an appetizer, but I always order a dessert.

B Pair work Look back at the menu in Exercise 1. What would you order?
" The chicken stir-fry and the rice look 300d. I'd order that."

Keep talking!
Go to page 147 for more practice.

I can talk about menus and eating out.
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/'// have the fish, lease.
1

Interactions

At a restaurant

- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

A When was the last time you went to a restaurant? Who did you go with?
What did you order?

B '4>)) Listen to the conversation. What does Maria order?
Then practice the conversation.

Are you ready to order?
Yes, I think so.
What would you like?
I'll have the fish with some rice,
and a small salad, please.
Waiter: Anything else?
Waiter:
Maria:
Waiter:
Maria:

Maria: No, I don't think so.
Waiter: All right. Let me check that.
You'd like the fish, with rice, and
a small salad.
Maria: Yes, that's right.
Waiter: Would you like some water?
Maria: Sure, that would be great.
Thank you .

C '4 >))

Listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.

Ordering food

Checking information

I'll have ... , please.
I'd like ... , please.
Can I have ... , please?

Let me check that.
Let me read that back.
Let me repeat that.

D Pair work Have conversations like the one in Part B. Use the food below.
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2

Listening Food orders
A

Ill>)) Listen to people order food . How many people order dessert?
Circle the correct answe r.
two

one

B

11111 >))

three

Listen again. Correct any wrong info rmation on these orders.

1.

2.

chicken

crab cakes

rice

lamb chops

mixed vegetables

French fries

~piepie

small salad
water
chocolate cake
_medium mushroom pizza
iced tea

I

Speaking Role play
Pair work Role-play the situation. Then change roles.
Student A: You are a waiter or a waitress at Puck's Place. Greet the customer, take his
or her order, and then check the information.
Student B: You are a customer at Puck's Place. Order from the menu.

PUC
PUCK'S PLACE

Appetize rs
.···

I

Chicken salad
Chicken soup

Pasta salad
Crab cakes

Onion soup
Garlic bread

~lain dishes
,"'

'

Lamb chops Steak
Chicken stir-fry Fish Cheese ravioli
Sides

French fries Rice
Mixed vegetables Mashed potatoes
Desserts

Apple pie

Chocolate ice cream

Fruit salad

Drinks

Coffee

Lemonade • Soda

~

·=A: Hello. Are you ready to order?
B: Yes. I' ll have the onion soup. And can I have the
fish and some white rice, please? A/so, . . .

I can order food in a restaura nt.
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Have you ever . . •
1

1•

Vocabulary Interesting food
A

llfl))) Complete the chart with the correct words. Then listen and check your answers.

avocados

blue cheese

carrot juice

dates

frozen yogurt

oysters

plantains

seaweed

soy milk

squid

B Pair work Which food in Part A do you like? do you dislike? would you like to
try? Tell your partner.
"I like oysters. I don't like carrot juice. I'd like co try squid."

2

Conversation Dinner plans
A llfl,))

listen and practice.

Ellen: What are you doing tonight?
Peter: I'm going to World Cafe with my brother. Have
you ever been there?
Ellen: No, I haven't. But I heard it's good.
Peter: I looked at their menu online this morning. They
serve some really interesting food .
Ellen: Oh, yeah? Like what?
Peter: Fresh oysters. I've never had oysters, so I want
to try them . Have you ever eaten them?
Ellen: Yeah, I have. I think they're delicious.
Peter: I've had squid. Are they similar?
Ellen: Um, not really. Do they only serve seafood?
Peter: No, they serve a little of everything.

B llfl >)) Listen to Peter's message to Ellen the next day.
What food did he like?
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Grammar Ill)))

Present perfect
for experience
------

I've been to Wo rld Cafe.

I haven't tried the desserts.

I've had squid .

I've never eaten oysters.

be

Have you ever been to World Cafe?
Yes, I have.

No, I haven't.

Contractions I've = I have

Past participles

I haven't= I have not

drink

been
drunk

eat

eaten

have

had

try

tried

A Complete the conversation with the present perfect form of the verbs.
Then practice with a partner.
1. A: This place looks fun. I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (never/ be) here.
B: I love it here. I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (be) here many times.
A: Everyth ing looks delicious.

B: _ _ _ _ you _____ (ever/ eat) Mexican food before?

(have) tacos, but I'd like to try
something new.
2. A: I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (never/ try) frozen yogurt. Can you
recommend a flavor?
B: I _ _ _ _ _ ____ (have) most flavors, and they're
all good.
A: _ _ _ _ you _ _ __ (ever/ try) the green tea flavor?
A:

B: No, I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (have / not), but you should try it!

B Make sentences about your food experiences.
1. be/ to a Turkish restaurant _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. eat/ oysters _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3. drink/ soy milk _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. have/ plantains _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. try/ blue cheese _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __

C Pair work

4

Ask Have you ever ... ? questions about the experiences in Part B.

Speaking Food experiences
A Add two more food experiences to the list.
eat I dates

have / seaweed

I

try I Vietnamese food

drink / carrot juice

I

B Pair work Discuss your experiences. What food would you like to try?
A: Have you ever tried Vietnamese food?
B: Yes, I have. It's delicious!

Keep talking!
Go to page 148 for more practice.

I can ask about and describe food experiences.
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•

Restaurant ex er,ences
1

Reading .->))
A

Read the webpage. Which sentence describes all three restaurants? Check (./) the
correct answer.

0
0

They don't have a lot of light.
They're not very expensive.

0
0

They are in good locations.
They are very unusual.

* RESTAURANTS WITH ADIFFERENCE*
Ninja Akasaka is a popular restaurant in Tokyo. A ninja
in dark clothes greets guests at the door and takes them
through the dark hallways of the ninja house to their
tables. The Y.'aiters also dress as ninjas. ~inja Akasaka
has over a hundred delicious dishes to choose from .
There's also a branch of the restaurant in Manhattan Ninja New York .
Annalakshmi is a ,·egl·tarian restaurant in Chennai. India,
with additional restaurants in tluel' other countries. There

are no prices on the menu , so guests pay what they can!
The peopk ,vho work there are volunteers and take turns
serving custo,rn:rs, deaning tables , and washing dishes.
Indian art covers the walls, and there are even Jin· music
and dance performances .
At Dans Le Noir (In the Dark) in Paris, guests order their
food in a place with a lot of light, but then they cat in
darkness. They focus on the touch, smell, and taste of the
food. The waiters there are blind, so when guests arc ready
to leave, they call their waiter's name. Their waiter then
takes them hack to the place \Vhere they ordered the food.
There are additional restaurants in London and Moscow.

B Read the webpage again. Write T (true), F (false), or NI (no information) next
to the sentences.
1. Guests dress as ninjas at Ninja Akasaka. __
2. Ninja New York is more popular than Ninja Akasaka. __
3. Annalakshmi has restaurants in four countries.
4. Every guest at Annalakshmi pays the same price. __
5. Guests never see their food at Dans Le Noir.
6. The cooks at Dans Le Noir are blind.

C Pair work

Which restaurants in Part A do you think you'd enjoy? Why? Have you
ever been to an unusual restaurant? Tell your partner.
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Listening So, what did you think?
A .. >)) Listen to three couples talk about the restaurants in Exercise 1. Where did each
couple eat? Number the restaurants from 1 to 3.

D Ninja Akasaka

D Annalakshmi

D Dans Le Noir

B .. >)) Listen again. Check(./) the things each couple liked about the experience.

J Writing

A review

A Think of a restaurant you like. Answer the questions.
• What is the name of the restaurant?

• What would you recommend ordering?

• What type of food does it serve?

• What do you like about the restaurant?

• When were you there last?

B Write a short review of your favorite restaurant. Use the model and your answers
from Part A to help you.

My Favorite Restaurant
Seoul Barbecue is my favorite restaurant. It serves delicious, healthy
Korean food. I went there last week and loved it. I ordered beef, and I had
some small side dishes . I would recommend doing that. It's fun because
you cook your own meat at the table. It's a little expensive, but I really
liked the service. I'd recommend this restaurant.

C Class activity Post your reviews around the room. Read your classmates'
reviews. Then get more information about the restaurant that interests you the most.

4

Speaking Restaurant recommendations
Pair work Recommend a good place to go for each situation. Discuss your ideas.
• take an overseas visitor
•
•
•
•
•

meet a big group of friends
have a child's birthday party
have a quiet dinner for two
get a quick, cheap lunch
enjoy live music

A: What's a good place to meet a
bi3 3roup of friends?
B: How about ... ? There's a private
room for bi3 3roups.

r

I can:Jescribe restaurant experiences.
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Wrap-up
1

Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of menu items. How many do you know?
You have two minutes.

Lesson B Do you remember? Check (,/) the things you can say to order
food . You have one minute.

0
0
0

I'll have some French fries, please.
Try the cheesecake, please.
What would you like?

0
0
0

Can I have the steak, please?
Let me check that.
I'd like some pie, please.

Lesson C Find out! What interesting food have you and your partner both
tried? Take turns. You and your partner have two minutes.
A: I've eaten squid.
B: / haven't. I've eaten . ..

Lesson D Guess! Describe a restaurant in your city, but don't say its name.
Can your partner guess which one it is? Take turns. You and your partner have
two minutes.

A: This restaurant is on Main Street. It has good seafood, and the food is cheap.
The service is fantastic.
B: /s it Big Fish?
A: Yes, it is.

In the real world
What would you like to order? Go online and find a menu for a restaurant in English.
Then write about it.
• What's the name of the restaurant?
• What appetizers, main dish, and side dishes would you like to order?
• What drink would you like to try?
• What dessert would you like to eat?
Alphabet Cafe
I'd like to eat at Alphabet Cafe. I'd like 6ome garlic
bread and the 6paghetti . .. .
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A

Match the words and the pictures.
__ an amusement park
a concert

__ a dance performance
a movie

__ a play
__ a soccer game

B Which of these types of entertainment do you want to go to? Rank them
from 1 (really want to go) to 6 (don't really want to go).
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I'm not a fan of dramas.
1

Vocabulary Types of movies
A 11111>)) Match the types of movies and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.
a. an action movie

c. a comedy

e. a ho.rror movie

g. a science-fiction movie

b. an animated movie

d. a drama

f. a musical

h. a western

3.

4.

1P .

"
~

•-

A\-

I

5.

6.

7.

8.

B Pair work What are your favorite types of movies? Give an example of the types
you like. Tell your partner.
"I love action movies and dramas. My favorite movies are ... "

2

Language in context At the movies
A 11111>)) Listen to two friends at the movies. What type of movie are they watching?

B What about you? Are you ever late for movies? Do you like to sit in the front,
middle, or back?
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J Grammar~>))

0 . So, too, either, and neither'

I'm a fan of science-fiction movies.

I'm not usually late for movies.
Neither am I./ I'm not, either.

So am I. / I am, too.
Oh, I'm not. I like comedies.

Oh, I am. I'm always late.

I like to sit in the front row.

I don't buy popcorn.

So do I. / I do, too.

Neither do I./ I don't, either.

Really? I don't. I prefer the back row.

Oh, I do. And I always get a soda.

A

Respond to the sentences in two different ways. Use so, too, either, or neither.
Compare with a partner.

1. I'm not a fan of dramas.
2. I love animated movies.

Neither am I.

I'm not. either.

3. I'm not interested in action movies.
4. I'm interested in old westerns.
5. I don't watch horror movies.
6. I don't like science-fiction movies.

B Pair work Make the sentences in Part A true for you. Respond with so, too,
either, or neither.
·
A: I'm not a fan of dramas.
B: Neither am I. OR Really? I am. My favorite drama is ...

4

Speaking Movie talk
A

Complete the sentences with true information.

I like to eat

candy

at the movies.

(snack)

I really like _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(actor or actress)

I'm not a fan of

-------(actor or actress)

I want to see _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(name of movie)

I don't really want to see _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(name of movie)

I often see movies at

-------(name of theater)

I usually see movies with _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(name of person)

B Pair work Take turns reading your sentences. Respond appropriately.
A: I like to eat candy at the movies.
B: Oh, I don't. I like to eat popcorn.

C Group work

What movies are playing right now? Which ones do you want to
see? Can you agree on a movie to see together?

Keep talking!
Go to page 149 for more practice.

I can talk about my movie habits and opinions.
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Any suggestions?
1

Interactions

Suggestions

~

A What do you like to do on weekends? Who do you usually spend your weekends
with? How do you decide what to do?
B 11111 >)) Listen to the conversation. What do they decide to do on the weekend?
Then practice the conversation.

Douglas: What do you want to do this
weekend?
Jocelyn: I don't really know. Do you have
any suggestions?
Douglas: Well, there's an outdoor movie in
the park, a food festival, and a
karaoke contest.

Jocelyn: I hate karaoke, and we went to
the movies last week.
Douglas: Let's go to the food festival.
Jocelyn: OK. That sounds good. Have you
ever been to one?
Douglas: No, but it sounds like a lot
of fun.

C 11111 >)) Listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.
Asking fOI suggestions

Giving a suggestion

Do you have any suggestions?
What do you suggest?
Any suggestions?

Let's .. .
Why don't we ... ?
We could ...

D Number the sentences from 1 to 8. Then practice with a partner.
A: A play? That's not a bad idea.
A: I'm not sure. We could see
a movie.
_1_ A: Let's do something different
tonight.
_ _ A: Why don't we see the comedy?
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__ B: We always see movies. Why don't
we see a play?
B: OK. And let's have dinner before.
_ _ B: There are two plays. One is a
drama, the other a comedy.
_z._ B: OK. What do you suggest?
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Listening Let's get together!
A _.>)) Listen to three conversations. Check (./) what the people decide to do.
Place

What they decide ta do

0
0
0

1.
2.
3.

go to a movie
go out to eat
go to a play

0
0
0

watch a movie at home
order take -out food
go to a baseball game

B _. >)) Listen again. Where and when are they going to meet? Write the place and time.

I

Speaking This weekend
A Pair work Complete the chart with what is happening this weekend where
you live.

Movies

Music

Sports

Festivals

Fri day

Saturday

Sunday

B Pair work Work with a new partner. Look at your charts. Decide to do three
things together.

A:
B:
A:
B:

Let's do something fun this weekend.
All right. Any suggestions?
Well, we could see the new horror movie. Do you like horror movies?
No, I don't. Sorry. Why don't we . .. ?

I csn ask for and give suggestions.
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All of us love music.
1

Vocabulary Types of music
A .. >)) Listen to the song clips. Number the types of music you hear from 1 to 10.
Then check your answers.

pop

rock

jazz

country

classical

folk

hip-hop

techno

reggae

blues

B Pair work Say the name of a musician for each type of music in Part A.
Tell your partner.
"Jennifer Lopez sings pop music."

2

Conversation A music recital
A .. >)) Listen and practice.
Ingrid: These kids are great musicians. Do all of the
students at this school learn a musical
instrument?
John: No, I don't think so, but most of them do.
Ingrid: I see. And do most of the schools in this city
have bands?
John: I'm not sure. I know a lot of them around here
do. Some of the schools even have their own
jazz bands.
Ingrid: How interesting! So, do you know what's next?
John: I think there's going to be a violin solo.

B .. >)) Listen to their conversation after the recital.
What type of music do the children prefer to play?
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~

Determiners

.

All of
Most of
A lot of

the students learn a musical instrument.

Some of
Not many of
0%

None of

A Look at the picture of the Branson family. Complete the sentences with determiners.
Then compare with a partner.

1. _ _ __ _ of them are singing.

4 . _ _ _ _ _ of them are playing an instrument.

of them have costumes.
of them are sitting.

2.
3.

5.
6.

of them have blond hair.
of them are dancing.

B Make true sentences using determiners. Tell your partner.
1. . .. of my favorite songs are pop songs.
2 .... of my friends play an instrument.

4

3. . .. of my classmates play in rock bands.
4 . . .. of my friends enjoy singing karaoke.

Pronunciation Reduction of of
A 1111 >)) Listen and repeat. Notice how of is sometimes pronounced /a/ before
consonant sounds.

/a/
All of the students

/a/

/a/
A lot of the schools

None of my friends

B Pair work Practice the sentences in Exercise 3A. Reduce of to /a/.

5

Speaking Ask the class.
A Class activity Add a type of music, a song, or a singer to the question. Then
ask your classmates the question. Write the number of people who answer "yes."
Do you like _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ?

D

B Share your information. Use determiners.
"Some of us like hip-hop music."

6

Keep talking!
Go to page 150 for more practice.

I csn report the results of-a survey.
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Musicians from around the world
Reading ~ >))
A Read the magazine article. Where is each singer from?

Algeria's Khaled is extremely popular in
France and in the Arab world. He sings
mi, folk music from his native Algeria that
includes French, Spanish, African, and
Arabic influences. Rai means "opinion"
in Arabic, and sometimes people call
Khaled "the King of Rai." He recorded his
first song at age 14.

Suzanna Owiyo grew up in a family of
14. She is a singer and guitarist from
Kenya. She sings in several languages,
and her musical styles include local
Kenyan pop, folk, and reggae. She uses
traditional instruments in all of her
songs. Her songs are often about women's
and children's rights.

Cesaria Evora only became famous
internationally at age 47. She doesn't wear
shoes on stage because she wants people
to remember her native Cape Verde's poor
women and children . Cesaria sings morna,
a traditional type of music. She says
"moma is like the blues" because it talks
about the hard lives some people live.

Youssou N'Dour is one of Africa's greatest
singers. He mixes traditional music from
his native Senegal with hip-hop, jazz,
and samba. I le gives concerts around
the world. His songs are about ending
poverty and making the world a healthier
and better place. He started a project to
open Internet cafes in Africa.

B Read the article again. Answer the questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Where is Khaled's music popular? _____________________
What does Suzanna Owiyo always use in her music? ______________
Why doesn't Cesaria Evora wear shoes on stage? _______________
What kind of music does Youssou N'Dour play? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C Group work What singers or musicians in your country are internationally
famous? What kind of music do they play? What do you think of their music?
Discuss your ideas.
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Listening Classical music hour
A ._>)) Listen to a radio host talk about the musician Lang Lang. Where
is Lang Lang from?

B ._>)) Listen again. Check (./) the correct answers.
1. Lang Lang had his first music lessons at age:
0 three
O five
2. He received his first award at age:
0 five
O fifteen
3. He likes to share music with :
0 young people
D older people
4. He also works with:
0 UNICEF
O United Nations University
5. Besides classical music, he loves:
0 jazz and rock
O jazz, hip-hop, and pop

J Writing

A popular musician

A Think of your favorite musician or a popular musician. Answer the questions.
• Where is this person from?
• What type of music is this musician famous for?

• What is this person's best song?
• What is interesting about this person?

B Write a short description about the musician. Use the model and your answers from
Part A to help you.
My Favorite Singer

My favorite singer is Thalia . She's from Mexico.
She sings different types of music, but mostly
she sings pop and dance music. My favorite song is
"No, No, No." She records songs in many languages.
She sings in English, Spanish, French, and Tagalog.

C Group work Share your writing. Did any of you write about the same musician?

4

Speaking Make a playlist
A Pair work Make a list of the most important singers, bands, or musicians from
your country. What are their most popular songs?
B Pair work Create a 5-track playlist. Use your notes.
A: / think . . . is very important.
B: So do I. A lot of young people like his music.

C Group work Present your playlist and explain your
choices. Ask and answer questions to get more information.

I csn describe important singers and musicians.
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Wrap-up
1

Quick pair review
Lesson A Find out! What are two types of movies both you and your partner
like? You have two minutes.
A: I like action movies. Do you?
B: No, but I like animated movies. Do you?

Lesson B Do you remember? Match the questions with the suggestions. You
have one minute.
1. We should see a movie. Do you have any suggestions? __
2. I'm hungry. Any suggestions?__

a. We could take a walk.
b. Why don't we go to the market?

3. Let's get some exercise. What do you suggest?__
4. Where should we go shopping? Any suggestions?__
5. We need to take a vacation. What do you suggest? __

c. We could see a comedy.
d. Why don't we go to Mexico?
e. Let's make pizza!

Lesson C Brainstorm! Make a list of types of music. How many do you know?
Take turns. You and your partner have two minutes.
Lesson D Guess! Describe a popular band or singer, but don't say the name.
Can your partner guess the name? Take turns. You and your partner have two minutes.
A: She sings pop music. She sings in Chinese and Korean. She's also an actress.

B: Jang Nara?
A: Yes.

In the real world
What were some of the top movies this year? Go online and find information about one
of them in English. Then write about it.
• What's the name of the movie?
• What actors are in it?
• What type of movie is it?
• What songs are in the movie?

A Top Movie
... was one of the top movies this
year. It's an animated movie . ...
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A The people in the pictures have made changes in their lives. What change do you
think each person made?

B Would you like to make any of these changes? Which ones?
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Personal change
1 Vocabulary

Personal goals

A 11111 >)) Match the words and the pictures. Then listen and check your answers.

a. get a credit card
b. join a gym
c. learn an instrument

d. lose weight
e. make more friends
f. pass a test

g. save money
h. start a new hobby
i. work/ study harder

2.

4.D

5.D

6.

7.

9.

B Pair work Which things in Part A are easy to do? Which are more difficult? Why?
Tell your partner.
"It's difficult to learn an instrument. It takes a long time!"

2

Language in context I'm making it happen!
A

11111 >)) Listen to three people talk about changes. Who's learning something new?

My fr iends and I are starting our
own band next year. I can sing,
but I can 't play an instrument,
so I'm taking a class to learn the
guitar.

I joined a gym last month to
lose weight. I only want to lose a
couple of kilos, but I'm f ind ing
it difficult. But I'm making some
new friends, so that's good .

- Leonardo

- Mark

B Talk about a change you made.
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I hated tak ing the bus to work,
so I saved money to buy a bike .
Now I ride it to work every day,
and I feel a lot health ier and
happier.
- Tina
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J

Grammar i4>))
I'm taking a class to learn the guitar.

(= because I want to learn the guitar)

I joined a gym last month to lose weight.

(= because I want to lose weight)

She'd like to save money to buy a bike.

(= because she wants to buy a bike)

We're starting a book club in July to make more friends.

(= because we want to make more friends)

A

Match the sentence parts. Then compare with a partner.

1. I joined a gym last week
2. I'm saving my money

to buy a car.
to get better grades.

3. I'd like to go to the U.S.
4. I studied harder
5. I listen to music

to relax .
to improve my English .
to lose weight.

B Rewrite these sentences. Use an infinitive of purpose.
Then compare with a partner.
1. I'd like to go to a hair salon because I want to get a
new hairstyle.

la like to go to a hair salon to get a new hairstyle.
2. I listen to songs in English because I want to improve
my listening.
3. I saved my money because I wanted to buy a new computer.
4. I'm studying on weekends because I want to get a better job.

C Pair work Which sentences from Part B are true for you?
Tell your partner.

4

Speaking Three changes
A

Complete the chart with three changes you would like to make. Then think about
the reasons why you would like to make each change.

Changes

Reasons

1.

2.
3.

B Group work Discuss your changes. Are any of your changes or reasons the same?
"I'd like to go to Canada to study English. I hope to be an English teacher someday."

5

Keep talking!
Go to page 151 for more practice.

J can give reasons for personal changes.
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I'm hal!J!.y to hear that!
1

Interactions

Good and bad news

A Do you ever see old classmates or friends around town? What kinds of things do ·
you talk about?

B _.>)) Listen to the conversation. What's changed for Emily?
Then practice the conversation.

Joe: Hey, Emily. Long time no see.
Emily: Oh, hi, Joe. How are you doing?
Joe: Fine. Well, actually, I didn't pass
my driving test - again. That's three
times now.
Emily: That's too bad.
Joe: Yeah, I wanted to drive to the
beach this weekend. So, what's
new with you?

Emily: Well, I'm playing guitar in a band .
I'm really enjoying it.
Joe: That's wonderful! What kind of
music?
Emily: Rock. We have a show next week.
Do you want to come? I'll email you
the information.
Joe: Thanks. I'll be there !

C _.>)) Listen to the expressions. Then practice the conversation again with the
new expressions.

Reacting to bad news

Reacting to good news

That's too bad.
That's a shame.
I'm sorry to hear that.

That's wonderful!
That's great to hear!
I'm happy to hear that!

D Pair work Share the news below and react appropriately.
I'm learning German.
I bought a car. .
I failed my math exam.
I have a part-time job.
I broke my foot.
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I lost my wallet.
I won two concert tickets.
I'm going to travel to London.
I'm not sleeping well.
I'm planning to get a pet.
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2 Listening

Sharing news

A Look at the pictures in Part B. Where are the people?
B 1 1 1 >)) Listen to four people share news with friends. What news are they talking

about? Number the pictures from 1 to 4.

C 111111 >)) Listen again. Correct the false sentences. Then compare with a partner.

1.
2.
3.
4.

I

Mark has some free time in the afternoons and evenings.
Lucia is saving her money to buy a restaurant.
Jeff is taking the train because his new car is not running very well.
Wendy and her cousin had a terrible time in Rome and Florence.

Speaking Good news, bad news
A Complete the chart with some good news and bad news. (Don't use true news!)
1.

1.

2.

2.

B Class activity Share your news. React appropriately.
A: Hi, Mariko. What's new with you?
B: We/I, I'm 3oin3 to Paris next week to study French.
A: That's wonderful!
B: What's new with you?

C Group work Share the most interesting news you heard.

react o goo
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I think I'// ·get a job.
Vocabulary Milestones
A 1111 >)) Complete the chart with the correct milestones. Then listen and check
your answers.

D buy a house

D get promoted

D go to college

D graduate from high school D rent an apartment

Oretire

D start a career

D start school

Personal milestones

D get married
Educational milestones

Work-related milestones

B Number the milestones from 1 to 9 in the order they usually happen. Then compare
with a partner.

2

Conversation I'll go traveling.
A 1111 >)) Listen and practice.
Tim: Hey, Craig. How are you doing?
Craig: Oh, hi, Tim. I'm fine. What's new with you?
Tim: Well, I'm graduating from college this summer.
Craig: That's wonderful! What do you think you'll do
in September?
Tim: I think I'll go traveling with some friends.
Craig: That sounds fun, but it won't be cheap.
Tim: Yeah, so I may get a job this summer to pay
for the trip.

B 1111 >)) Listen to the rest of the conversation. What's new with Craig?
120
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Grammar ~ >))
What do you think you'll do?
Predictions

Possibility

I think I'll go traveling with some friends.

I don't really know. I may get a job.

I won't get a roommate.

I'm not really sure. I might buy a pet.

Do you think you'll get a roommate?
Yes. I'll get one soon.
No. I won't get a roommate this year.

A

Circle the correct words. Then practice with a partner.

1. A: Do you think you'll buy a house next year?

B:
2. A:
B:
3. A:
B:

No. I don't have enough nioney. But I'll / I may rent an apartment. I don't know.
What do you think you'll do on your next birthday?
I'll / I might have a big party, but I'm not sure.
When do you think you'll retire?
I'll / I may retire at age 65. Most other people do.

4. A: Do you think you'll buy a car this year?

B: No, I won't / I might. I don't have enough money for one.
5. A: Do you think you'll get married after college?

B: I'm not sure. I'll / I may get married someday.

B Pair work

Ask and answer the questions in Part A. Answer with your

own information.

4

Pronunciation Contraction of will
~ >)) listen and repeat. Notice how these pronouns + will are contracted into one syllable.

I'll

5

you'll

he'll

she'll

we'll

they'll

Speaking My future
A

Write an idea for each of the things below.

1. an important thing to do: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2. an exciting thing to do: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3 . an expensive thing to buy: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4 . an interesting person to meet: _ _ _ _ _ __

B Pair work Ask and answer questions about the
things in Part A. Use will, may, or mi3ht and these
time expressions.

A: Do you think you'/f start your career this year?
B: Yes, I think I will. I have an interview this week.

6

this week
this weekend
next week

this month
next month
this year

Keep talking!
Go to page 152 for more practice.

I can make predictions about the future.
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Dreams and aspirations
Reading .->))
A Look at this quote. What do you think it means?
"A life without dreams is like a garden without flowers." - Gertraude Beese

B Read the article. Check (./) the best title.

0
0

Baseball Team Raises Money in Harlem
How to Get Baseball Equipment

0
0

Students Raise Money for Baseball Team
Dream Comes True for Harlem Teacher

Two years ago, high school students

Michael Pinsky and David Connor read
an article in a newspaper about a school
in Harlem, a neighborhood in New York
City. The school had a baseball team, but
no money to buy balls, team uniforms, or
other equipment.
Michael and David had an idea. They
decided to help the team get money for
the equipment they needed. So the two
boys started a project to raise money for
the baseball team. They called the project
"Home Runs for Harlem." They placed
boxes in stores to collect money for the
team and sold bracelets with the words
"Home Runs for Harlem" on them.
Their plan was to give all the money
they collected to the school to support
the team.
Michael and David's project was a great
success. They raised over $9,000. The
team bought the equipment they needed:
gloves, baseballs, and bats. The school
also used some of the money to pay a
baseball coach.

After the school in Harlem received the
money, Michael and David spoke to
the students at the school, and David
explained why this was a dream come
true. "It's not just about me," he says. "It's
for other people. It's for the community.
"I just hope they have a fun time
playing baseball, and if they can have
the equipment, then that just helps out,"
says David. David and Michael now plan
to raise money for other baseball teams
in Harlem.
For their passionate and inspiring efforts
to support school baseball programs,
the two teenagers were New Yorkers
of the Week on one of New York's
news stations.

C Read the article again. Number the events from 1 to 8.
__ They spoke to students in Harlem.
__ The school received baseball equipment.
__ They created "Home Runs for Harlem."
David and Michael read about a school.

__ They sold bracelets and collected money.
The school hired a coach.
__ They raised over $9,000.
__ They decided they wanted to help.

D Group work Have you or your school ever raised money for something? How did
you do it? Do you remember how much you raised? Discuss your experiences.
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2

Listening An interview with an athlete
A _. >)) Listen to an interview with Suzanne, a marathon runner. Check (./) the two
dreams she's achieved.

0
0
0
0

to run marathons
to go back to school
to win the Chicago Marathon
to run all the big marathons

B _. >)) Listen again . Circle the correct answers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This is Suzanne's fifth / seventh marathon.
She won / didn't win the Boston Marathon.
She finished first/ last in her first race in high school.
At age 39 / 43, she decided to make some changes in her life.
The most difficult thing for her was the training / stress.

Writing A dream come true
A Think of a dream that came true for you. Answer the questions.
• What was your dream?

• Why was it a dream for you?

•

How did your dream come true?

B Write about your dream. Use the model and your answers in Part A to help you.
My Dream
My dream was to study Mexican cooking in Oaxaca. I loved
to cook, but I wasn't a very good cook. So I went to Oaxaca
to study Mexican cooking. I took a two-week class. It was a
dream come true. Now I can make great meals. Who knows?
I might become a chef someday.

C Group work Share your writing. Ask and answer questions for more information.

4

Speaking Dream planner
A Complete the chart with a dream for the future. Then add three things you'll need
to do to achieve it.
Mydream

How I'll make it happen
1.
2.
3.

B Group work Tell your group about your dream and how you'll achieve it.
A: My dream is to start my own ·business someday.
B: That's a great dream. How will you make it happen?
A: Well, first I'll go back to school. Then I'll get a job to get some experience.

I can discuss my dreams for the future.
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Wrap-up
1

Quick pair review
Lesson A Brainstorm! Make a list of personal goals that people can have.
How many do you know? You have two minutes.

Lesson B Do you remember? Write B for ways to react to bad news. Write G
for ways to react to good news. You have one minute.
1.
That's too bad.
2. __ I'm sorry to hear that.
3.
That's wonderful!
4. __ I'm happy to hear that!
That's a shame.
5.
6. __ That's great to hear!

Lesson C Find out! What are two things both you and your partner think you
will do in the future? Take turns. You and your partner have two minutes.
A: I think I'll 30 to colle3e in two years.
B: I don't think I will. I may travel first.

Lesson D Guess! Describe a dream you had when you were a child. Can your
partner guess what it was? Take turns. You and your partner have two minutes.
A: I loved swimmin3. I wanted to win a 30/d medal.
B: Did you want to swim in the Olympics?
A: Yes, I did.

2

In the real world
What future goals do famous people have? Do you think they will achieve them? Go
online and find information in English about a famous person in one of these
categories. Then write about him or her.
an actor

an athlete

a businessperson

a politician

a scientist

Bill Gates
Bill Gates wants to improve
people's health. I think he'll
achieve this goal . ...
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Favorites
Group work Play the game. Put a small object on Start. Toss a coin.

Move 2 spaces.

Move 1 space.

Tails
Heads
Use the correct form of be to ask and answer questions. Can you answer the
questions? Take turns.
Yes. ~ Move ahead.
No. f- Move back.
A: Are you interested in travel?
B: Yes, I am. I'm interested in new places.
1

2

4
your
favorite
singer?

__ you interested
in travel?

What _ _ your
favorite day of
1
1
the week?

8

your
favorite
artist?

_ _ your friends
interested in
politics?

What _ _ your
favorite food?

your
favorite
drink?

_ _ you

12

11

interested in fashion?
What _ _ your
favorite book?

16

What _ _ your
favorite place for
vacation?

- - yourteacher
interested in sports?

14
_ _ your
grandparents
interested in
technology?
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1

Lesson C

-----

An active class?
A

Add two things to the chart.

goes to a gym
plays table tennis
does gymnastics
plays soccer on weekends
plays a sport with a family member
exercises in the morning
watches baseball on TV
listens to sports on the radio
dislikes sports

B Class activity Find classmates who do each thing. Ask more questions. Write
their name and extra information you hear.
A: Do you go to a 1wm, Anna?
Help box
B: Yes, I do. I go three times a week.
A: ReaUy? What do you do there?
How of ten do you .. . ?
B: / do yoga, and I swim.
Where do you .. . ?
Who do you ... with?
What's your favorite . . . ?

C Pair work

Share your information.

A: Anna goes to the gym three times a week.
B: ReaUy? What does she do there?
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Le~son A
-----~--------~-----------~------==-

-

-

--- ----

-- -- - - - - - - -

Are you confident?
A Pair work Take the quiz. Take turns asking and answering the questions.
1. What colors do you often wear?
a. I wear red, pink, and orange.
b. I wear yellow and green.
c. I wear blue and purple.
d. I wear black, white, and gray.
2. What are you like around friends?
a. I'm always very talkative.
b. I'm talkative, but sometimes I'm quiet.
c. I'm usually the quiet one.
d. I don't know.
3. How do you enter a party?
a. I walk in and say hello to everyone.
b. I walk in and say hello to one person.
c. I walk in and look for a friend.
d. I walk in and stand in a corner.
4. You meet someone new. What do you do?
a. I say hello and ask questions.
b. I say "hi" and wait for questions.
c. I just smile.
d. J look away.
5. You see someone you like. What do you do?
a. I walk up and say hello.
b. I ask a friend to introduce us.
c. I smile at the person.
d. I do nothing.
6. The teacher asks a question. What do you do?
a. I shout out the answer.
b. I raise my hand.
c. I check my answer with a friend .
d. I look down at my desk.

=

B Pair work Add up and score your
quizzes. Are the results true for you?
A: / got 17 points.
B: You're very confident!
A: Really? I'm not sure about that.

=

a answers 3 points c answers 1 point
b answers = 2 points d answers = O points
12-18 You're very confident. Aren 't you ever shy?
6-11 You're confident, but not about everything.
0-5

You're not very confident. Believe in yourself!
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Lesson C
~--~------------------

~~----

Find the differences
Student A
Pair work You and your partner have pictures of the same people, but six things
are different. Describe the pictures and ask questions to find the differences.
Circle them.

A: In my picture, Brian is young. Is he young in your picture?
8: Yeah, so that's the same. In my picture, he has short straight hair.
A: Mine, too. What color is .. . ?
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What's the weather like?
Student A

A Pair work You and your partner have information about the weather in four
cities, but some information is missing. Ask questions to get the information.
A: When is spring in Lisbon?
8: It's from March to June. What's the weather like in the spring?
A: It's warm and sunny.

Summer

June- September

Fall

September- December

Winter

December- March

cool and rainy

Summer

June-September

hot and rainy

Fall

September- December

Winter

December- March

very cold, snowy

warm and sunny

B Pair work

Summer

December- March

Fall

March- June

Winter

June-September

Summer

December- March

Fall

March- June

Winter

June- September

cool and windy

cold, not rainy

--~---J

Which city's seasons are similar to yours?
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Lesson C
--
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---
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-

_

---
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-

-
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-

-

-
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-

-

---

--

-

-

-
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Find the differences
Student B
Pair work You and your partner have pictures of the same people, but six things
are different. Describe the pictures and ask questions to find the differences.
Circle them.

A: In my picture, Brian is young. Is he young in your picture?
B: Yeah, so that's the same. In my picture, he has short straight hair.
A: Mine, too. What color is ... ?
130 Keep talking!
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What's the weather like?
Student B

A Pair work You and your partner have information about the weather in four
cities, but some information is missing. Ask questions to get the information.
A: When is sprin3 in Lisbon?
8: It's from March to June. What's the weather like in the sprin3?
A: It's warm and sunny.

Summer

June- September

hot , not rainy

Fa ll

September--December

warm and windy

Winter

December- March

Summer

June - September

Fall

September ---December

Winter

December -- March

Summer

December- March

hot and dry

Fall

March- June

cool and rainy

Winter

June- September

Spring

September-December

Summer

December---March

Fall

March- June

Winter

sunny and cool

warm and rarny

ra iny , not cool

' June- September

B Pair work Which city's seasons are similar to yours?
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Lesson C
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-

-
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Someday •••
A

Write information about things you'd like to do someday.

a language I'd like to learn: _ _ _ __

a person I'd like to meet: _ __ __

.......,,r
..;;..'-,->
' :
~
- . . f'' .

,.·, .

.,,{

~

.

.

'I

'

'

.

...t

a country I'd like to visit: _ _ _ __

a job I'd like to have: _ _ _ __

something I'd like to buy: _ _ _ __

a sport I'd like to try: _ _ _ __

a place I'd like to live: _ _ _ __

a game I'd like to play: _ _ _ __

B Group work Share your ideas. Ask and answer questions for more information.
A: I think I'd like to learn Spanish someday.
B: Really? Why?
A: Because I'd like to visit Costa Rica.
132
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Home sweet home
A Pair work Look at the picture for two minutes. Try to remember the rooms,
furniture, and other details.

B Pair work Cover the picture. Ask and answer these questions. What do
you remember?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How many rooms are th·ere in the house?
Which rooms are on the first floor? the second floor?
How much light is there in the living room? How many windows are there?
Is there much furniture in the living room? What's there?
What's on the coffee table? What's on the kitchen table?
Are there many pictures in the house? Where are they?
How are the two bedrooms different?
How are the two bathrooms different?
Is there much space in this house? Do you think there's much noise?
A: How many rooms are there in the house?

B: I think there are ... rooms.
A: I think so, too. Which rooms are on the first floor?

C Look at the picture again, and check your answers.
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Cleaaup time
Pair work You need to do some chores around the apartment. Decide who does
each chore. Be fair!

A: Could you take out the 3arba3e?
B: Sure. I can take it out. Would you clean out the closet?

134 Keep talking!
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Don't get up!
Student A

A Pair work Tell your partner to cover the pictures. Describe the exercises. Your
partner does the actions. Take turns.

Eye exercises
Move your eyes quickly to the
right. Then move them quickly
to the left. Repeat five times.

Wrist exercises
Stretch your arms in front of
you. Move your hands up and
down quickly. Repeat five
times.

Shoulder exercises
Lift your shoulders slowly to
your ears. Don't move, and
hold for three seconds. Then
lower your shoulders. Repeat
three times.

A: Move your eyes lO the right.
B: Like this?
A: Yes. Now move them to the left.

B How did your partner do? How does your partner feel?
Student B
A Pair work Tell your partner to cover the pictures. Describe the exercises. Your
partner does the actions. Take turns.

Hand exercises
Stretch your arms in front of
you. Close your hands. Then
open your hands quickly.
Repeat five times.

Neck exercises
Touch your right ear to your
right shoulder. Then touch your
left ear to your left shoulder.
Repeat five times.

Arm exercises
Lift your right arm up and
down. Then lift your left arm
up and down. Repeat three
times.

B: Stretch your arms in front of you.
A: Like this?
B: Yes. Now close your hands.

B How did your partner do? How does your partner feel?
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Lesson C
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How healthy are you?
A

Pair work Take the quiz. Take turns asking and answering the questions.

1. How many servings of fruit and
vegetables do you eat a day?

0 a. Five or more
0 b. Three to four
0 c. One to two

O c. Seven or more hours

2. How often do you eat breakfast?

7. How well do you sleep at night?

0
0

0 a. Very well
0 b. Pretty well
0 c. Not very well

0
0

a. Every day
b. Two to six times
a week

0 c.

a. One to two hours
b. Three to six hours

Rarely

3. How many meals do you eat a day?

8. How often do you get a checkup?

0 a. Four or five small meals
0 b. Three meals
0 c. One or two

0
0

big meals

a. Once a year
b. Every two or
three years

0 c.

Hardly ever

4 . How much junk food do you eat?

9. How happy are you with your health ?

0
0

0 a. Very happy
0 b. Pretty happy
0 c. Not very happy

a. Very little
b. About average

D c. A lot
5. How often do you exercise?

0
0

a. Every day
b. Two or three
times a week

0 c.

a answers = 3 points
b answers = 2 points
c answers = 1 point
21-27 You're very healthy. Congratulations!
15-20 You're pretty healthy. Keep it up!
9-14 You can improve your health. Start now!

Never

B Pair work Add up and score your quizzes. Are the results true for you?
Why or why not?
A: My score is 16. It says I'm pretty healthy. I think that's true.

B: My score is 2 0, but I think I'm very healthy.
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TV listings
A Pair work

Look at the TV listings. What types of shows are they?

Channel4

Channel 11

Channel 13

Win or Lose

Soap Stars on Ice

Man's Best Friend

Everyone's favorite game
show! Play at home!

See your favor ite soap
stars ice skate for
char ity!

A new sitcom about a
talking horse named Fred

Under Arrest

Travels with Ryan
Th is week , Ryan learns to
samba in Brazil .

Pol ice drama starring
Damien Porter

Mr. and Mrs. Right

The Year in Sports

The Ina Lopez Show

The best real ity show on
TV !_Vote for your favorite
couple!

The best baseball
moments of the year

Tough questions, honest
answers . Tonight talk show queen Ina takes
your calls!

Meet My Family
A funny family sitcom

Lions of Kenya

Take It or Leave It

My Roommate Ralph

"An amaz ing
documentary"

Part game show, part
reality show . New!

A new sitcom from the
creators of Alien Mom

The News

Family Life

Kiss and Tell

Local news with Dinah
and Jim

The funny new cartoon
for adults

See the soap everyone is
talk ing about!

B Pair work Look at the information about the Green family. They have only one TV.
What shows can they watch together from 7:00 to 10:00?

Dan Green

Sarah Green

Rick Green

Rose Green

• enjoys watching
sports and news

• hopes to visit Rio
de Janeiro

• loves to watch game
shows

• enjoys watching soap
operas

• hates to watch reality
shows

• prefers to watch
funny shows

• hates soap operas

• doesn't like watching
sitcoms

A: They can watch Win or Lose at 7: 00. Rick loves to watch game shows.
B: And they can watch Travels with Ryan at 7: 30. Sarah hopes to visit Brazil.

C Group work

What shows do you want to watch?
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My daily planner
A Make a schedule for tomorrow afternoon and evening. Use the ideas below and
your own ideas. Write four activities in the daily planner. Think about how long each
activity will take.
go grocery shopping

meet friends for coffee

watch a movie on TV

watch sports with friends

chat online with friends

clean my room

exercise at the gym

watch the news

study at the library

Date

/

/

S11a Moa 'Tlln Wed

n.,. Fri Set

Sua Moa TIies Wed Thun Fri S.t

Notn

2:00

6:00

2:30

6:30

3:00

7:00

3:30

7:30

4:00

8:00

4:30

8:30

5:00

9:00

5:30

9:30

B Class activity Think of three fun activities. Find classmates who want to do the
activities with you. Add the information to your planners.
A: What are you doin3 tomorrow evenin3 at 7: 00?
B: I'm meetin3 some friends for coffee.
A: Oh, OK. Do you want to see a movie at 8:00?
B: I'd love to, but I can't. I'm ...
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Which product is ..• ?
A Pair work Add two more products to the chart. Then think of two examples you
know for each product and write their names in the chart.

Example 2
Video game

Which is newer?
Which is more fun?
Which is . . . ?

Computer

Which 1s easier to use?
Which is faster?
Which is .. . ?

Cell phone

Which is thinner?
Which is less expensive?
Which is . .. ?

Car

Which is smaller?
Which is faster?
Which is . .. ?

B Compare each pair of products. Use the questions in Part A and your own ideas.
A: / think ... is newer than ....
B: That's right. It's more fun, too.
A: / don't really agree. I think .. . is more fun. My friends and I can play it
all day!

C Share your comparisons with the class. Which product is better? Why?
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They aren't big enough!
Student A
Pair work You and your partner have pictures of the same people, but there are eight
differences. Describe the pictures and ask questions to find the differences. Circle them .

A:
B:
A:
B:

In my picture, Nancy's pants are too ba33y. They look very uncomfortable.
In my picture, Nancy's pants are too ti3ht. So that 's different.
What about Maria 's pants? I think they're too short.
They're too short in my picture, too. So that's the same.
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From the past
Student A
A Pair work

You and your partner have information about six famous people from the
past, but some information is missing. Ask these questions and complete the information.

•
•

Where was ... born?
What did . .. do?

• When was . . . born?
• Why was ... famous?

Name
Place of birth

George Washington

Frida Kahlo

Charlie Chaplin

the U.S.

Mexico

England

Date of birth

February 22, 1732

July 6 , 1907

What did
Why famous

pa inter

actor and director

He was the f irst president

She was very

He was in a lot of funny

of the U.S.

and her art was

black-and -wh ite movies.

Name
Place of birth

Jesse Owens

Date of birth

September 12, 1913

November 7, 1867

March 9 , 1934

What did

athlete

scientist

astronaut

Why famous

He was the first American

She was the first person to

He was the f irst person

to win _ _ _ _ gold

win two Nobel Prizes.

in

Marie Curie

the U.S.

Yuri Gagarin
Russia

----

_ _ _ _ in track and
fi eld in one Olympics.

B Pair work Look at the information. What similarities can you find between these
people and other famous people you know.
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What can you do here?
A

Pair work Think about where you live. Where can you do each of these things?
Take notes.

hear live music

see interesting dance

buy fun souvenirs

eat good, cheap food

see statues and art

enjoy beautiful views

go for a walk

visit historical sites

enjoy nature

A: You can often hear live music at the city square.
B: Right. And there's also the university coffee shop.
A: That's true. They have live music on Fridays and Saturdays.

B Group work Share your information. How similar are your ideas?
142
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City quiz
A Pair work

Take the quiz. Ask the questions and guess the answers. Take turns.

1. What is the biggest city in North America?

a. Mexico City

b. Los Angeles

c. Washington, D.C.

2. Where is the biggest soccer stadium in South America?

a. Buenos Aires, Argentina

b. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

c. Lima, Peru

3. "The Big Apple" is the nickname for what U.S. city?

a. Boston

b. Washington, D.C.

c. New York City

4. Which city is on the Han River?

a. New Orleans, U.S.

b. Venice, Italy

c. Seoul, South Korea

5 . What is the most expensive city?

a. Tokyo, Japan

b. London, England

c. Rome, Italy

6. What is the safest big city in the U.S.?

a. New York City

b. Las Vegas

c. Boston

7. The oldest subway system in the world is in what European city?

a. Paris, France

b. Madrid, Spain

c. London, England

a. Which city has the worst traffic in the U.S.?
a. Chicago

b. Los Angeles

c. San Francisco

9. What city is in both Europe and Asia?

b. Stockholm, Sweden

a. Berlin, Germany

c. Istanbul, Turkey

10. The biggest public square in the world is in what city?

a. Beijing, China

b. Moscow, Russia

c. London, England

B Check your answers on the bottom of this page. How many did you get correct?
C Pair work Think of another question and three possible answer choices. Ask
another pair. Do they know the answer?
"What's the larsest city in ... ?"

-e·o1
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They aren't big enough!
Student B
Pair work You and your partner have pictures of the same people, but there are eight
differences. Describe the pictures and ask questions to find the differences. Circle them.

A: In my picture, Nancy's pants are too tight. They look very uncomfortable.
B: In my picture, Nancy's pants are too baggy. So that's different.
A: What about Maria's pants? I think they're too short.
B: They're too short in my picture, too. So that's the same.
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From the past
Student B

A

Pair work You and your partner have information about six famous people from the
past, but some information is missing. Ask these questions and complete the information.

• Where was . . . born?
• What did ... do?

• When was . . . born?
• Why was ... famous?

Name
Place of birth

George Washington

Frida Kahlo

Charlie Chaplin

Date of birth

February 22, 1732

July 6, 1907

April 16, 1889

What did

politician

painter

actor and director

Why famous

He was the first

She was very creative , and

He was in a lot of

of the

her art was interesting.

the U.S.

England

black -and white

Name
Place of birth

Jesse Owens

Marie Curie

Yuri Gagarin

the U.S.

Poland

Russia

November 7, 1867

March 9 , 1934

Date of birth
What did

athlete

scientist

Why famous

He was the f irst American

She was the f irst person

He was the f irst person

to win four gold medals

to win

in space.

Nobel

in track and fi eld in
one Olympics.

B Pair work Look at the information. What similarities can you find between these
people and other famous people you know.
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What an inspiring person!
A Think of three people you admire. Use the categories below or think of your own.
Then complete the chart.
an athlete
a politician

a musician
an actor I actress

a writer
a business leader

an artist
a family member

Why

Name

a scientist
a teacher

Notes

1.
2.
3.

B Group work Share your ideas. Ask and answer questions to get more information.
A: / really admire Sergey Brin and Larry Page. They started Google.
B: Why do you admire them?
A: Well, I think they're both talented and intelli8ent.
C: Do you think they're also . .. ?

C Is there a famous person who you

146 Keep talking!
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A one-of-a-kind menu
A Group work Imagine you're going to open a restaurant together. Answer the
questions and create a menu.
• What's the name of your restaurant?
• What do you want to serve?
• Is it a cheap or an expensive restaurant? Write the prices.

~

~

~

APPETIZERS

MAIN DISHES

SIDE DISHES

~

~

~DESSERTS~

~

DRINKS~

A: Let's have three or four appetizers.
B: OK. How about some 3arlic bread and onion soup?
C: That sounds 300d. Let's have a salad, too. How about .. . ?

B Group work Exchange your menus. Ask and answer questions about the items.
Which dishes would you order?
A: The Mexican salad sounds interestin3. What's in it?
B: It has lettuce, tomatoes, onions, peppers, beans, and corn.
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Yes. I have!
Group work Play the game. Put a small object on Start. Toss a coin.

Move 1 space.

Move 2 spaces.

Heads
Tails
use the words to ask and answer questions. Ask your own Have you ever . . . ?
questions on the Free question spaces. Take turns.
A: Have you ever made French fries?
B: Yes, I have.

Have / ever/ make
French fries?

Have/ ever/ cook a meal
for another
person?

Have / ever/ bake
cookies?

Have / ever / eat
Indian food?

Have/
ever/
have
breakfast
in bed?

Have/ ever/ eat
at the beach?

Have / ever/ have a
really expensive meal?

Have / ever / watch a
cooking show on TV?
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Have / ever / try
Thai food?

Have/ ever/ make
popcorn?

Have/ ever/
have a
terrible
stomachache?

Movie favorites
A

Complete the chart with six types of movies that you like. Add a title for each type.
Type of movie

Title of movie

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

B Cla

activity Find classmates who like the same types of movies you like.

Then ask questions with Have you ev.er ... ?
A: / really like animated movies.
B: So do I.
A: Really? Have you ever seen Spirited Away?
B: Yes, I have. I love that movie!
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Class survey
A Complete the questions with your own ideas.
1. Do you like the band

?
(a band)

2. Do you like the song

?
(a song title)

3 . Do you have the album

?
(name of an album)

4 . Do you ever listen to

?
(a type of mu sic)

5. Do you know the words to the song
--------- ?
(name of a song)

6. Did you listen to _ _~ -- - ~_ _ as a child ?
(a type of music)

7 . Would you like to see - - - - , - - - ---,-- - in concert?
(a singe r or band)

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

B Class activity Ask your classmates the questions in Part A. How many people
said "yes" to each question? Write the total number in the boxes.

C

Pair work Share your information.
A: A lot of our classmates like the band .. .
B: That 's interestin3. Not many of us like the band . . .

D Share the most interesting information with the class.
"All of us would like to see . .. in concert."
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Why did I do that?
A Think about things that you did in the past. Check(./) the things in the first column
that are true for you . Then add three more things.

0

I took a long trip

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
D
D
D

to - - - - - - - - -

I sent a text to someone

I got a cell phone

to
to
to
to

I uploaded some photos
I worked hard
I got a part-time job

to
to
to

I took a test
I joined a gym

to
to
to

B Why did you do each thing? Complete the sentences in Part A with an infinitive of
pu rpose. Use the ideas below or think of your own.
1

talk with my friends
, get my driver's license
share good news
save money

learn an instrument
get some experience
buy a gift
lose weight

show my friends
get a job
make more friends
see my relatives

C Group work Share your sentences. Ask and answer questions for more information.
A: / took a Ions trip to see my relatives.
B: When was that ?
A: Last year.
C: Where did you 30?
A: /went ...
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Next year •••
A

Add two future activities to the chart.

Do you think you'll ... next year?

Name

Other details

take a trip with your family
start a new hobby
join a gym
get married
buy something expensive
move to a different home
start a career
learn a musical instrument

B Class activity Find classmates who will do each thing. Write their names. Ask
and answer questions for more inform~tion. Take notes.
A:
B:
A:
B:

Jun, do you think you'll take a trip with your family next year?
Yes, I do.
Really? Where will you 30?
We're plannin3 to 30 to Australia to see some friends. I hope to ...

C Group work Share the most interesting information.
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Irregular verbs
Past

.

y

_...

- "'-

Past
past

particlple

Blleform

Simple

be

was, were

been

meet

met

met

become

became

become

pay

paid

paid

build

built

built

put

put

put

buy

bought

bought

read

read

read

choose

chose

chosen

ride

rode

ridden

come

came

come

run

ran

run

do

did

done

say

said

said

draw

drew

drawn

see

saw

seen

drink

drank

drunk

sell

sold

sold

drive

drove

driven

send

sent

sent

eat

ate

eaten

sing

sang

sung

feel

felt

felt

sit

sat

sat

get

got

gotten

sleep

slept

slept

give

gave

given

speak

spoke

spoken

go

went

gone

spend

spent

spent

hang

hung

hung

stand

stood

stood

have

had

had

swim

swam

swum

hear

heard

heard

take

took

taken

hold

held

held

teach

taught

taught

know

knew

known

think

thought

thought

leave

left

left

wear

wore

worn

lose

lost

lost

win

won

won

make

made

made

write

wrote

written
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Clarity

Can-do

Confidence

Communication

,/ Clear and carefully staged lessons support student success.
,/ A manageable grammar and vocabulary syllabus provides a firm foundation
for effective communication.
,/ Interactions lessons present essential functional language for use in
everyday situations.
,/ Can-do statements mapped to the Common European Framework of Reference
provide benchmarks to measure student progress.
,/ Personalized speaking activities make learning fun and relevant.
,/ Self-study CD-ROM with video provides valuable opportunities for interactive
practice and self-testing.
Each level of Four Corners contains:
• Student's Book with Self-study CD-ROM with video
• Workbook
• Online Workbook
• Teacher's Edition with Assessment Audio CD / CD-ROM
• Class Audio CDs
• Class Video DVD
• Classware presentation software
• Additional online support for teachers and students at
www.cambridge.org/fourcorners
Four Corners combines effective
communicative methodolosy, a clear
desiBn, and a practical "can-do N
approach, Riving students the langua8e
and confidence they need to communicate
accurately and fluently in Enslish.
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Jack C. Richards

David Bohlke

- Jack c. Richards and David Bohlke

Four Corners takes students from the beginning through the intermediate levels.

